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ABSTRACT 
 
This work presents an experimental investigation to characterize mist flow of 
oil and refrigerant at the discharge of air conditioning and refrigeration 
compressors. It was identified that in a vast majority of compressors the discharge 
port is the gateway for the oil to leave the compressor and get carried over to the 
other components of the system. Between the discharge port and the discharge 
plenum or volume in compressors there is usually a valve. The most common type of 
discharge valve in AC&R compressors is a reed type valve. 
The mist flow characteristics such as droplet size, drop velocity are 
determined by obtaining high speed videos of the flow in a compressor equipped 
with optical access and performing image processing in those videos to quantify the 
variables of interest.  
The evolution of this study starts from focusing on the discharge tube and 
makes its way inside the compressor discharge chamber by capturing the 
characteristics of the flow in each location.  
An attempt at enhancing droplet deposition at the tube walls by forcing the 
mist flow to go through a change in direction did not prove successful and the 
reasons were captured by pointing out increased instabilities on the oil film at the 
walls which created more droplet entrainment after the change in direction.  
Experiments with different reed valve assemblies used both in swash plate 
compressors (Automotive AC application) and hermetic reciprocating compressors 
(Household Refrigerators) were performed to give insights on the oil film breakup 
patterns that may be encountered in compressor real operation. The results show 
that the oil film is atomized into a mist when a pressure pulse is generated inside 
the discharge orifice and that sizes could be determined at those conditions. Some 
ligaments and a majority of droplets are present in the film breakup. For the case of 
the hermetic reciprocating compressor it was possible to observe that the oil film 
first breaks up into columns with equal spacing amongst themselves. As the valve 
continues to lift those structures then are atomized into droplets. Similar 
visualizations carried out inside a real compressor during start up conditions 
showed the same structures with a column spacing of 290µm on average. 
The opening and closing behavior of the reed valve was visualized and some 
dynamic parameters such as opening and closing velocities and displacement during 
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the compression cycle were determined from the image analysis and agreed in 
general with what has been reported in the literature using alternative methods.  
Visualization experiments of the opening and closing process of the reed 
valve inside a scroll compressor in real operating conditions were performed and the 
following conclusions were drawn: 
- A cloud of droplets could be observed during the first moments of the 
opening cycle. 
- The cloud existence time and also its expanding velocity were determined 
from image analysis of the captured videos.  
- Droplet cloud velocity was very close to estimated gas velocity at the 
discharge based on the valve lift the compression process models.  
A fully transparent discharge plenum was constructed to enable 
characterization of the mist flow inside the compressor discharge space and at the 
valve vicinity, including determination of droplet sizes and velocities. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from this part of the work: 
- At the vicinity of the valve, the volume mean diameter decreases as the 
compressor volumetric flow increases with operating frequency.  
- Mean diameter ranges from 250µm down to 150µm from 30Hz to 60Hz 
operation. 
- Volume mean diameter showed to be 10 to 20% higher for POE120 oil vs 
PVE32 oil under same running conditions.  
- At the discharge plenum the volume mean diameter of the droplets found 
was between 40µm and 110µm.  
- Velocities at the discharge plenum location ranged from 2 to 10m/s with 
the mean velocity at around 5m/s.  
- There was no significant difference in droplet velocity between the two oil 
types evaluated.  
As final concluding remarks this work has provided information for flows 
inside a compressor discharge plenum, providing size and speed information as well 
as the origin of the droplets that make up the mist flow inside that space. This 
allows further work to be carried out in developing separation methods that can be 
integrated into the compressor design itself.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
A Constant in size distribution - 
a Scroll base circle radius (mm) 
B Constant in size distribution - 
CD Drag coefficient - 
COP Coefficient of performance - 
D Diameter (mm) / (µm) 
F Force (N) 
f Friction factor / Frequency - / (Hz) 
G Mass flux (kg m-2 s-1) 
g Gravitational constant (m s-2) 
h Scroll height (mm) 
k Polytropic coefficient - 
ሶ݉  Mass flow rate (g s-1) 
m Mass (g) 
N Number of compression chambers in scroll compressor - 
n Population number in histogram - 
OCR Oil in circulaton ratio (%) 
Oh Ohnesorge number - 
P Pitch of evolving scroll (mm) 
p Pressure (kPa) 
r Compression ratio - 
Re Reynolds number - 
s Intersection area between scroll base circles (mm-2) 
s’ Remaining area from beginning of scroll (mm-2) 
T Temperature (K) 
t Scroll thickness (mm) 
U Flow velocity (m s-1) 
V Volume (cm-3) 
W Weight (N) 
We Webber number - 
X Independent variable in log-normal distribution - 
   
Subscipts   
   
aero Aerodynamic  
cham Chamber   
crit Critical  
d Droplet   
disch Discharge   
drag Drag  
drop Droplet  
flow Vapor flow  
int Internal   
l Liquid   
oil Oil  
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ref Refrigerant   
sh Superheat  
suc Suction   
v Vapor   
 Due to surface tension  
   
Greek   
   
 Log-normal distribution exponent / Initial scroll evolving angle - / (rad) 
 Log-normal distribution exponent - 
 Absolute viscosity (Pa s) 
 Kinematic viscosity (m2 s-1) 
 Angle (degrees) 
 Density (kg m-3) 
 Surface tension (N m-1) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
At the heart of an air conditioning or refrigeration system is the compressor which is 
responsible for pumping the working fluid through the other components such as heat 
exchangers, expansion device, liquid receivers, accumulators etc. Several moving parts are 
present inside the compressor and lubricant oil is necessary to avoid metal to metal friction.  
Oil usually leaves the compressor with the refrigerant as a mist (Wujek and Hrnjak, 
2011) and eventually migrates and is retained in different components. Such oil circulation 
can cause undesirable effects in the system performance such as diminishing heat transfer 
coefficients in condensers and evaporators and increased pressure drop throughout the 
system due to increased liquid viscosity and the presence of a vapor-liquid interface 
everywhere (Radermacher et al., 2006; Youbi-Idrissi et al. 2003, 2004; Shen and Groll, 
2005a,  2005b). Although in some cases there have been reports of oil presence having a 
positive impact on heat transfer coefficient, especially during dry-out and superheated 
zones of an evaporator due to foaming and therefore enhanced wetting of the tube walls 
(Hrnjak & Kim, 2014). 
 These effects start to be easily noticed at oil in circulation ratios (OCR) of about 1.5% of 
the total mass flow rate through the system.  Typical values for OCR in air conditioning 
and refrigeration systems vary in application type and also compressing mechanism 
ranging from 2% to 6% in automotive systems using mainly swash plate, scroll and rotary 
vane compressors; 0.5% to 2% in residential systems using scrolls and rolling piston 
compressors, and below 0.2% for most reciprocating compressors in household refrigerators. 
Several works in the literature seem to agree that oil in circulation has a detrimental effect 
on the COP of the system, and the general rule is that for every 1% in OCR present, the 
COP will drop by roughly 1%, so it is a problem that is worth looking into (Lottin et al., 
2003; DeAngelis and Hrnjak, 2005; Marcelino Neto and Barbosa Jr., 2012).  
Apart from system performance impact, the presence of oil in compressors also generates 
other problems such as valve opening delay due to stiction of suction and discharge valves 
in certain compressors and discharge valves in rotary and scroll compressors. The stiction 
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problem is still a not completely solved one in reed valve dynamics in compressors as efforts 
to understand its impact started back in the 1970’s are still being studied today (Lorentzen, 
1955; Giacomelli and Giorgetti, 1974; Pringle, 1976; Bauer, 1990; Prasad and Panayil, 
1996; Kahlifa and Liu, 1998; Pizarro-Recabarren et al., 2012). 
The way that oil gets into the refrigerant stream differs for every compressor concept. 
The most important aspects of compressor construction that influence on the OCR levels 
are: the shell pressure level, which determines thermophysical properties, flow conditions 
and if the discharge stream will have to go through the whole compressor shell or goes 
directly outside; the presence of an oil sump which can characterize a source of oil mist and 
a deposition site at the same time; and the pumping mechanism which determines how 
much oil is needed for friction and leakage control in the gaps at the compression chamber. 
One common characteristic of the majority of the compressors is that almost all of them 
require a discharge valve, besides scroll compressors that can be designed to not have one 
but most of them have at least a check valve to avoid backflow from the discharge plenum. 
Such valve is also of a common concept through a wide range of compressor types and 
applications and it is known as a pressure actuated automatic reed valve.  
  The discharge reed valve is the gateway for the refrigerant and oil mixture to leave 
the compressor, as can be seen on Figure 1.1, and all oil and refrigerant that flows in the 
system must go through it. Since this is a common feature for several types of compressors 
and also a common place where all flow has to pass, it is intuitive to think that it plays an 
important role in how the oil mist is formed inside of the compressor and how it is flowing 
inside the discharge plenum.  
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Figure 1.1 Compressor schematics and reed valve assembly detail (Gomes, 2006; Pizarro-
Recabarren et al., 2012). 
 
  
(a) Automotive swash plate (b) Small reciprocating 
 
(c) Scroll 
 
Figure 1.2 Reed valve assemblies of different compressors 
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Figure 1.2 shows discharge reed valves for three different types of compressors (a) 
automotive swash plate, (b) low pressure shell small reciprocating, and (c) low pressure 
shell scroll for residential air conditioning.  
 
1.1 Literature review 
1.1.1. Oil effect on refrigeration and air conditioning systems 
Youbi-Idrissi and Bonjour (2008) have distinguished five areas in which research on the 
effect of oil in refrigeration has been focused: technology oriented research, thermophysical 
properties of oil-refrigerant mixtures, heat transfer and pressure drop of refrigerant and oil 
mixtures in boiling and condensation, thermodynamic properties of mixtures, 
thermodynamic impact on whole system or a component, and miscellaneous. Their review 
paper focused on the thermodynamic properties of mixtures and thermodynamic impact on 
components and whole systems.  
The impact on the compressor can be mainly attributed to the foaming phenomenon 
caused by a sudden release of refrigerant dissolved in the oil and thus generating a great 
amount of bubbles that carry over refrigerant to undesired parts of the compressor and 
even to the rest of the system. Yanagisawa et al. (1991) investigated the foaming 
phenomenon in a shell very similar to that of a hermetic rotary compressor. They found 
that the foaming is violent when the compressor operates at high blade speed and also 
when the pressure is close to the saturation pressure for the shell temperature. The 
compressor performance is also influenced since the compression is not dry due to the 
presence of oil and the refrigerant dissolved in it. Desorption of refrigerant from oil during 
the compression process considerably affects the isentropic efficiency but not the volumetric 
efficiency (Wang et al, 2006). Another important effect of oil presence in the compressor is 
on reed valve timing due to valve stiction. That effect delays valve opening causing a loss in 
volumetric efficiency when it happens on the suction side or slight over-compression when 
it happens on the discharge side. These effects will be explored more deeply in section 2.2. 
Oil presence in the refrigeration system also has impact on expansion devices such as 
capillary tubes and on connecting lines between components. On capillary tubes there is an 
open debate on whether oil increases or decreases mass flow rates with one line of thought 
arguing that an increased liquid length leads to less friction and therefore more flow rate. 
The other side found that it actually decreases mass flow rate (Motta et al., 2001; Fukuta et 
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al., 2003) possibly due to change in fluid properties such as viscosity and density (Cao, et 
al., 2003). A second, less talked about effect of some oils on capillary tubes is the reduction 
in mass flow rate over time due to oil adsorption to the tube walls. Marcinichen (2006) 
showed that for extended periods of time, certain POE oils and AB oils actually deposit on 
the surface of the tube and cause a reduction of mass flow rate of up to 50% when operating 
continuously for long periods of time, which could have an impact on the reliability of the 
systems.  The major concern regarding connecting lines and oil is the amount of oil retained 
outside of the compressor, especially when possible oil traps (accumulators, reservoirs, 
headers) are present or height differences need to be overcome. Upwards flows in vertical 
lines can retain up to 50% more oil than in horizontal lines (Cremaschi et al., 2005; Zoellick 
and Hrnjak, 2010; Sethi and Hrnjak, 2011; Ramakrishnan and Hrnjak, 2012).  Also, 
Zoellick and Hrnjak (2010) found that by following the mass flux limit recommended by 
Jacob’s correlation listed on ASHRAE Handbooks can prevent systems from getting into a 
significant larger oil retention region characterized by the onset of churn flow, but there is 
a hysteresis in the mass flux to reestablish annular flow. 
The evaporator is one of the components that is most affected by the presence of oil, both 
from a thermodynamics and heat transfer perspective. The thermodynamic effect is caused 
by the residual refrigerant dissolved in the oil that does not evaporate and therefore does 
not do its primary role of changing phase while absorbing heat causing a reduction in COP. 
The other effects are related to the oil rich liquid layer at the superheating zone of the 
evaporator which has much larger viscosity and therefore causing an accumulation of oil at 
the end of the evaporator, this leads to a sharp decrease in heat transfer coefficient and 
increase in pressure drop (Radermacher et al., 2006). Youbi-Idrissi et al. (2003, 2004), 
showed a reduction of up to 10% in refrigeration capacity when operating at low superheat 
and lower differences for higher superheats for the mixture of R-407C and POE oil.  
Shen and Groll (2005a, 2005b) performed an extensive literature review on the influence 
of oil on boiling and condensation in a two part review article. The main conclusions of the 
review will be presented here. Regarding flow boiling their main conclusions state that the 
influence of oil is inconsistent and that Kedzierski’s theory (Kedzierski, 2001) of oil excess 
layer forming on the liquid-solid interface and therefore increasing the thermal resistance 
seems to be the most solid theory on this area. There is also an agreement that foaming 
should be further investigated. Regarding flow boiling, the authors point out that there are 
three positive effects (enhancement of nucleate boiling, foaming and increase in wetted 
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surface due to surface tension changes) and two negative effects (high viscosity and mass 
transfer resistance) (Thome, 1998a). The remaining effects of flow pattern, vapor quality, 
mass flux and heat flux can be explained invoking these three positive and two negative 
effects to understand the trends observed. Furthermore, the oil effect is much more 
pronounced on smooth tubes than on enhanced tubes. Pehlivanoglu et al (2010) and Kim et 
al (2010) also use the change in properties and their impact in flow pattern and wetting to 
show that there is a mixed effect of oil in flow boiling heat transfer coefficient. 
Condensation heat transfer and pressure drop is also affected by the presence of oil and as 
posed by (Thome, 1998b), because oil has a consistent negative effect, the high mixture 
viscosity could be a significant factor and therefore, the adverse effect of lubricant can be 
more significant at high oil concentration, high vapor quality, and high oil viscosity. 
Regarding pressure drop in condensation, it is agreed that most of the lubricants generally 
increase pressure drop (Thome, 1998b). As mentioned before, Hrnjak and Kim (2014) have 
reported beneficial effects of oil presence in the dry-out and superheated regions of 
evaporators by promoting foaming and therefore enhancing wall wetting in such regions 
when flow regime goes from annular to stratified.  
Whole system performance impact is usually measured through cooling capacity 
reduction or directly COP. Lottin (2004) showed the existence of an optimal superheat for 
maximum COP, and that it is dependent on the oil in circulation ratio (OCR). COP 
decreases as OCR is increased. Lottin et al. (2003) found that for OCRs less than 0.5 wt.% 
there is no significant effect on COP, but could reach up to 13% for OCR of 5 wt.%. The 
most significant effect was on cooling capacity but an increase in compressor power was 
also observed. DeAngelis and Hrnjak (2005) explored the influence of oil viscosity and OCR 
in a CO2 system for a bottle cooler. They found that increased oil viscosity had an impact of 
almost 8% reduction in COP, while OCR alone could reduce it up to 10%. They also found 
that decreasing OCR significantly decreased pressure drop in heat exchangers. Marcelino 
Neto and Barbosa Jr. (2012) have proposed a model based on departure function to analyze 
the effect of AB oil in circulation for light commercial refrigeration conditions using R600a 
as the refrigerant. They found that all of the cycle performance parameters suffered 
degradation due to the presence of oil. The most interesting fact is that their model was 
able to capture the trends observed by Youbi-Idrissi et al. (2003, 2004) of COP versus 
apparent superheat.  
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After this literature review it is possible to affirm that oil greatly impacts refrigeration 
systems and especially the evaporator when it comes to performance degradation. 
Therefore, it is suitable that ways of mitigating oil carry over from the compressor to the 
refrigeration system is a valuable piece of information to this industry.  
 
1.1.2. Oil flow characterization inside compressors 
Bushnell (1996) reported a work on oil droplet generation and control inside a rolling 
piston compressor. In this work he evaluated the oil droplet generation mechanisms inside 
a compressor especially when running at speeds higher than 5000RPM. One of the ways of 
reducing droplet pump out rate is to lower the gas speed through the stator openings in 
compliance with the Stokes equation for droplet terminal velocity. His experimental results 
showed that this approach did not have any effect on the oil pump out rate. A plate was 
used to isolate the oil discharge coming from the bearings to the sump in order to minimize 
the disturbances that the gas flow would have in that discharge, possibly generating more 
droplets. The other source of oil droplet generation was from the vane motion causing oil to 
be sprayed into to the main gas flow through the motor. The latter was the most dominant 
droplet generation mechanism.  
Min and Hwang (2000) presented a paper on the factors that affect OCR in rotary 
compressors. They claim that by controlling the gas velocity inside the compressor it is 
possible to control the size of the droplets that get carried away with the gas stream and 
the ones that fall back into the sump. They identify sources, collectors and paths for the oil 
in the compressor. Figure 1.3 shows their summarized results.  
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Figure 1.3 OCR improvement and its effectiveness (Min & Hwang, 2000) 
 
 Kim et al. (2004) reported on visualization of oil flow inside a rotary compressor. There 
were two approaches, one with a mock-up of a shell and another with a real compressor 
with three visualization windows, two on the top cover and one on the side. Both a white 
light and an Ar-ion laser were used while taking the images with a CCD camera. The test 
model was a clear chamber with the refrigerant inlet at the bottom and an oil injection 
nozzle at an upper part. A perforated plate was placed between the refrigerant and oil 
injection nozzle. The results showed that as the pressure increases the injected oil quantity 
increases and also the intensity profiles in the images went up because more oil was 
present to reflect the light.  The compressor experiments showed that it the oil that showed 
up at the top part of the shell was highly influenced by the discharge pressure but the inlet 
temperature to the compressor played a minor role. Some pictures of their experiments are 
shown in 1.4. 
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a) Compressor top view                     b) Compressor side view 
 
 
c) Obtained images 
 
Figure 1.4 Summary of Kim et al. (2004) experiments. 
 
Despite the fact that the results show an attempt to correlate the intensity of the images 
with the amount of oil found inside the compressor, the images seem to be not too explored 
in terms of quantitative information. In some of the images it is not clear for instance if 
there was a sheet/jet of oil or if it was a droplet flowing but the exposure time was too high 
causing it to blur the image. There was no droplet size or velocity distribution extracted 
from this study.  
Toyama et al. (2006) performed an experimental study on the visualization of oil-
refrigerant flow inside a scroll compressor shell. The compressor shell was assembled with 
a total of 26 sight windows as shown in  Figure 1.5 and two additional sight windows were 
mounted on the suction and discharge lines. Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) and 
particle image velocimetry (PIV) techniques were used in order to determine droplet size, 
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velocity distribution and 2D velocity fields. They found that the droplet size distribution 
follows a 2 distribution law. Also they stated that as the refrigerant velocity increases, the 
droplet size distribution shifted to smaller sizes. The results of oil droplet size distribution 
are shown in Figure 1.6. 
  
a) Schematics  b) Real compressor 
Figure 1.5 Modified scroll compressor for visualization (Toyama et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 1.6 Droplet size distribution found (Toyama et al., 2006). 
The droplet size distribution law obeys the following equation: 
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ቀࢊ࢔ࢊ࢞ቁ
૚
࢔ ൌ ࡭࢞ࢻࢋ࢞࢖൫െ࡮࢞ࢼ൯  ( 1.1 ) 
 
 Where n is the number of droplets and A, B,  and  are experimental constants. 
The velocity fields presented in this paper were taken with the objective of quantifying 
the actual gas velocity around the compressor and the values provided are normalized in 
relation to the gas guide vane in one side of the compressor. No absolute values of velocities 
are given in the paper. 
This paper provides very useful and important information about the oil flow inside 
compressors with high pressure shells. It was shown that the higher the OCR the smaller 
the oil droplet, and also the higher the gas flow rate also the smaller the droplets. The only 
flaw that this paper has is in not keeping exactly the same shape as the real compressor but 
that was done in order to avoid dealing with light refraction corrections in the image 
processing. 
 
1.2. Research objectives 
After examining the literature review presented in this document it is clear that quite a 
few questions remain unanswered when dealing with mist flow characterization inside 
compressor discharge. Here are the most important ones: 
1. What are the sources of droplets inside compressors that use reeds as discharge 
valves? 
2. How does the oil film between valve and seat breaks up and what size of droplets 
originate from this break up? 
3. What are the droplet size and speed distributions of the flow? 
4. In what size range does the oil mass concentrate? 
5. What are the effects of oil properties, operating parameters, and compressor 
speed on the above mentioned distributions? 
 
 
Based on the previous set of questions, it is possible to define a few research objectives 
that this work will try to clarify.  
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1. Investigate influence of tube inclination on droplet deposition inside discharge 
tube. 
2. Identify droplet generation sources inside the discharge plenum of a compressor 
using qualitative visualization both in transient and steady state (cyclical) 
conditions. 
3. Visualize oil film break up to be able to identify breakup patterns and 
characteristics. 
4. Use and develop image processing techniques to obtain droplet size and speed 
distribution for different operating conditions.  
5. Quantify the effect of liquid properties on the size distribution. 
6. Quantify influence of compressor speed in droplet size and speed distribution. 
 
1.3  Structure of the document 
This document is organized in 6 chapters and 3 appendices: 
 
1. Introduction 
2. Droplet deposition in straight and inclined discharge tube  
3. Breakup patterns of oil film at compressor discharge valve 
4. Assessment of reed valve dynamic behavior in a scroll compressor through 
visualization 
5. Oil flow at discharge valve 
6. Droplet size and velocity distributions inside compressor discharge space 
 
References  
 
Appendix A – Experimental conditions 
Appendix B – Scroll compressor model 
Appendix C – Video processing code for droplet sizes and speed 
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2. DROPLET DEPOSITION IN STRAIGHT AND 
INCLINED DISCHARGE TUBE 
 
 
2.1. Introduction 
The presence of oil in air conditioning systems is necessary to reduce friction 
between moving parts and also to provide sealing between high and low pressure regions in 
the compressor. However, oil is not only found where it is primarily needed, instead it is 
carried over by the refrigerant vapor, leaving the compressor and circulating throughout 
the other components of the system. To characterize this oil carry-over, oil in circulation 
ratio (OCR) is often used; this term is defined in Equation 2.1. 
 
ܱܥܴ ൌ ௠ሶ ೚೔೗௠ሶ ೚೔೗ା௠ሶ ೝ೐೑                                                                             (2.1) 
The additional flow of oil with the refrigerant has several detrimental effects on the 
performance of the air conditioning equipment. OCR causes a reduction in heat transfer 
coefficients on the refrigerant side (Kim et al., 2010; Pehlivanoglu et al., 2010). It also 
increases pressure drop in the heat exchangers and connecting lines (Pehlivanoglu et al., 
2010; Kim et al., 2010). Another side effect of oil presence which is still not well understood 
is that it can worsen refrigerant distribution in evaporators, causing cooling capacity 
reduction of the system.  A general rule seen in several works including DeAngelis and 
Hrnjak (2005), there is a 1% decrease in the coefficient of performance (COP) of the system 
for 1% increase in OCR. Mobile air conditioning systems usually operate with OCR ranging 
from 1% to 5%.  Therefore, there is room for improvement in the performance by using 
better oil management strategies. Such strategies should focus on confining the oil to a very 
small region around the compressor, meaning that oil should be separated from the 
refrigerant vapor and returned to the compressor as soon as possible. Conventional 
techniques employ oil separators (gravitational, cyclonic, etc.), but these components 
impose high pressure drop or require large volumes in order to achieve high separation 
efficiency.  The location right after the compressor provides the most ideal location for oil 
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separation from the system perspective since it will avoid that the oil gets spread out to the 
rest of the system, causing negative impacts on performance.   
According to Wujek and Hrnjak (2011), the flow leaving the compressor is of 
annular-mist nature, with the flow of liquid mainly in the form of droplets. They were able 
to determine droplet size and velocity distribution functions, as well as film thickness of the 
liquid annulus using optical techniques combined with high speed video and advanced 
image processing. Droplet sizes ranged from 10m to 150m over a wide range of mass 
fluxes (200 to 700 kg/m2.s) and OCRs (1 to 20%).  From these results it is possible to gage 
the difficulty that goes into balancing the trade-offs between pressure drop, volume, and 
separation efficiency with such a wide range of droplet diameters and such a complex flow 
regime.  
This work stems out from the assumption that it would be easier to separate a 
relatively well established film on the wall than to try to design a compact separator that 
would be effective over the whole range of droplet sizes with low penalty in pressure drop. 
 
2.2. Background 
Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) studied the developing mist-annular flow coming out of a 
compressor using R134a/PAG46 oil mixture. The compressor was running in a full system 
facility and discharged in a 3m long 6.35mm i.d. transparent PFA tube. Using high-speed 
video and optical techniques, it was possible to determine how the liquid flow rate in the 
form of drops and film behaved along the length of the tube.  The main finding of the work 
was that at the beginning of the tube, droplets deposit at a higher rate, causing the liquid 
mass flow rate in drops to decrease and the film thickness to increase to accommodate the 
deposited droplets. However, because the film gets thicker, instabilities at the vapor-liquid 
interface start to grow and eventually new, smaller droplets entrain back into the core flow. 
As one travels down the tube, an equilibrium drop flow rate is approached. This happens 
when the rate of droplet deposition equals the rate of droplet entrainment.  
The result is reproduced in Figure 2.1 and the trend just mentioned is observed. It is 
worth to note that summing up the fully developed drop flow and film flow rates one can 
very closely achieve the total liquid flow rate when using the measured OCR to calculate it. 
However, inside the developing region the agreement is not quite as good. The question 
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remains on how to use this finding for the purpose of separating the oil/liquid mixture from 
the refrigerant vapor stream. As it was seen, even after several hundred diameters in tube 
length, there is still a significant amount of liquid flow rate entrained in the core flow as 
droplets. To make matters worse, Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) showed that, as the flow 
progresses down the tube, the droplet size distribution becomes broader and it actually 
shifts to smaller sizes making it more difficult to separate. 
Therefore this work investigates one of the possible ways to enhance droplet 
deposition in the discharge line, with little to no added volume and negligible added 
pressure drop. This is done by trying to take advantage of the axial momentum of the 
droplets and drive them to collide with the film by inclining the tube after a short straight 
horizontal section.  
 
Figure 2.1 Droplet flow in straight tube from Wujek and Hrnjak (2011). 
 
2.3. Methods 
2.3.1. Preliminary analysis 
As a merit evaluation exercise, a simplified model of a single droplet in a vapor flow 
bound by tube walls was developed. The model was used to determine which droplet sizes 
would have enough inertia, after a horizontal tube section, to collide with the tube wall and 
not follow the core flow change in direction. A free body diagram shown in Figure 2.2 was 
used to determine the droplet dynamics. The drag force was assumed to be an average force 
and the drag coefficient was determined from Equations 2 through 5 (Clift and Gauvin, 
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1970). Equations of motion are omitted from this paper due to its simplicity. The authors 
acknowledge the simplicity of this model and that small droplets will move in a somewhat 
random manner due to velocity fluctuations caused by turbulence. However, the objective is 
to have a rough estimate of the droplet trajectories to enlighten the reader of the motivation 
of the experimental work. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Droplet dynamics and force balance schematic (Clift and Gauvin, 1970). 
ܨ஽௥௔௚,௜ ൌ ܥ஽. 12 . ߩ௩. ൫ ௙ܸ௟௢௪,௜ െ ௜ܸ൯. ห ௙ܸ௟௢௪,௜ െ ௜ܸห  
(2.2)
 
ܥ஽ ൌ ݂. 24ܴ݁ 
(2.3)
 
݂ ൌ 1 ൅ 0.15. ܴ݁௥଴.଺଼଻ ൅ 0.0175. ܴ݁௥. ሺ1 ൅ 42500. ܴ݁௥ି ଵ.ଵ଺ሻିଵ (2.4)
 
ܴ݁௥ ൌ ห ௙ܸ௟௢௪,௜ െ ௜ܸห. ܦௗ௥௢௣ߥ௩  
(2.5)
The results for droplet trajectory are shown on Figures 2.3 and 2.4. It was found 
that for the lowest inclination angle, 5, the smallest droplet to collide with the tube wall 
was 30m for a mass flux of 884kg/m2-s and typical discharge conditions as stated on 
Figure 2.3.  For an angle of 10° the smallest droplet to collide was 25m in diameter. The 
size seems rather high given that sizes as small as 10m are seen in the distributions 
presented by Wujek and Hrnjak (2011). However, analyzing the cumulative mass 
distribution function from their data, one can find that more than 80% of the mass is 
present in droplets bigger than 30 m. This is a very encouraging finding in a preliminary 
modeling stage. Therefore it is worth moving forward into experimental exploration of the 
problem. 
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Figure 2.3 Single droplet trajectory for various droplet sizes in a (a) 5°, and a (b) 10° 
inclined tube. 
 
Figure 2.4 Single droplet trajectory for various droplet sizes in a (a) 5°, and a (b) 10° 
inclined tube. 
2.3.2. Experimental facility and techniques 
Figure 2.5(a) shows a schematic of the experimental facility. The compressor is 
operated in a full system facility. The refrigerant/oil pair used is R134a/PAG46. The 
discharge port is connected to a 3m long, 6.35mm i.d. tube. The tube is laid out in a way 
that immediately leaving the compressor there is a 0.2m long horizontal straight section, 
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after that the tube is inclined at the desired angle for another 0.45m and then straightened 
out for another 0.2m. Figure 2.4(b) shows the aspect ratio of the test section for various 
inclination angles. High speed videos for droplet size, velocity, and film thickness 
determination are taken along the length of the tube at 9 different positions.  Tests were 
performed with various OCRs, tube inclination angles, and mass fluxes. The effect of each 
of these variables was studied independently. A total of 8 operating conditions were 
investigated, generating close to 72 data points. Table 2.1 shows a matrix of measured 
conditions.  
During the tests, pressure, temperature and mass flow rates were recorded. In order 
to determine OCR, a sampling methodology in compliance with ASHRAE Standard 41.4 
(1996) standard procedures was employed.  
Droplet size and velocity distribution were determined using the same techniques 
and in-house software developed by Wujek and Hrnjak (2010, 2011). On a brief note, the 
software for droplet size and velocity deals with the image by removing the wavy features of 
the slow moving film at the wall and focusing on the droplets behind it. This is done by first 
subtracting an average of all the frames in the video and then shifting each frame by a 
certain distance corresponding to the speed of the waves in the film, and subtracting each 
frame so that it removes the wavy features. The droplet flow rate is determined according 
to the methods presented in Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) by multiplying the droplet 
concentration by the vapor flow rate. It was shown by Ambrosini et al. (1991) that the film 
thickness correlates linearly with the film wavelength. The thicker the film the longer the 
wavelengths are. Therefore, a qualitative film thickness comparison will be made based on 
the film wavelength values.  Example results that can be extracted from the videos 
captured in this work are shown on Figure 2.6.  
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(a) (b) 
 
Figure 2.5 (a) Schematic of the experimental facility (Wujek and Hrnjak, 2011); (b) test 
section aspect ratio; (c) picture of actual test section. 
 
Table 2.1 Test matrix 
Variable Mass Flux OCR Angle 
G 
[kg/m2.s] 
189 524 678 568 524 562 524 562 
OCR[%] 2.1 2.52 2.8 0.43 2.52 2.5 2.52 2.5 
Angle [°] 16.41 16.41 16.41 16.41 16.41 5.50 16.41 11.07 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.6 Example results that were extracted from the videos with the in-house 
processing software; (a) Droplet size distribution; (b) droplet velocity distribution; (c) film 
wavelength; (d) film speed; G=524kg/m2.s, 16.41°. 
 
2.4. Results and Discussion 
 As the objective of this work is to investigate if droplet deposition can be enhanced by 
placing an obstacle, in this case the tube wall, in the droplet flow path, nothing is more 
natural than to present the results in the form of droplet mass flow rate versus tube length. 
It is interesting to first establish the expected result for droplet flow rate and film 
thickness or film wavelength. It is intuitive that, given the film changes direction 
undisturbed when the tube is inclined, the droplet flow rate and film thickness will present 
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a behavior like that shown on Figure 2.7. The proposed or expected behavior is based on the 
observations that the drop flow rate will drop sharply at the beginning of the tube, and on 
the preliminary modeling results showing that droplets that have enough inertia will 
collide with the tube walls, therefore increasing the droplet deposition rate and film 
thickness. 
 
Figure 2.7 Expected trend for droplet mass flow rate and film thickness. 
 
Figure 2.8 shows droplet mass flow rate and film wavelength development along the 
tube for three different values of mass flux, at a constant OCR and inclination angle. It is 
noticeable the difference between the idealized trend of Figure 2.6 and the results shown 
here. The trend can be somewhat generalized for higher mass fluxes that after the flow 
turns into the inclined section, drop flow rate increases up to a certain value and then 
starts do decrease again reaching a minimum and even starting to go up once more before 
the inclined section is made horizontal again. For lower mass fluxes the trend resembles 
the one observed for horizontal tubes by Wujek and Hrnjak (2011). 
The somewhat undesired trend for higher mass fluxes can be explained with the 
help of Figures 2.8(b) and 2.9. Figure 2.8(b) shows that film wavelength, which is directly 
proportional to film thickness, presents the opposite trend of the drop mass flow, granted 
some measurement uncertainty. This is expected, and was anticipated in Figure 2.7. What 
is interesting is the observation that can be made from Figure 2.9, where the volume based 
mean droplet diameter is plotted against tube length. It is clear that right after the tube is 
inclined, there is a shift in the mean diameter towards bigger droplets. If the tube 
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continued to be horizontal, the shift would be to smaller sized droplets as observed by 
Wujek and Hrnjak (2011), and that shift in distribution was explained by accounting for 
new droplets being entrained off the film by being ripped off the crests of disturbance 
waves. The presence of new, bigger droplets after the turn in the tube indicates that an 
external disturbance was induced in the film by the geometry of the turn and that caused 
the drop flow rate to increase. Towards the end of the inclined section, droplet mean 
diameters either stay the same or decrease, indicating that re-entrainment is occurring at a 
higher rate than deposition, causing the drop flow rate to increase.  This is again an 
undesired effect.  
The scope of this work was limited to inclination angles up to around 15° in order to 
keep film disturbance to a minimum to avoid triggering droplet re-entrainment too soon. 
However, the results shown for 16.41° show that at the vicinity of the point where the tube 
is inclined, droplet flow rate increases very sharply for higher mass fluxes, with the 
increase being smaller or even negligible for low mass fluxes. Figure 2.10 shows the droplet 
flow rate and film wavelength results for three inclination angles, with OCR and mass flux 
being kept almost constant.  The trend seen is that for angles of 11.07° and 16.41° the 
shape of the curves is similar to when varying mass flux and can again be explained by the 
same arguments used previously with the aid of Figures 2.9(b) and 2.10. For the smaller 
angle, 5.5°, the drop flow rate remains practically unchanged until the flow reaches past 
half of the inclined length, where it drops sharply and then starts re-entraining and 
increasing droplet flow rate. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.8 effect of mass flux on (a) droplet flow rate and (b) film wavelength. 
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Figure 2.9 Change in volumetric mean diameter as the flow progresses down the tube as a 
function of mass flux. 
 
In addition to inclination angle and mass flux, two different OCRs were tested, 
0.43% and around 2.52% at similar mass fluxes (568 and 524kg/m2.s) and inclination angle 
(16.41°). Figure 2.12 shows that for low OCR the drop flow rate is practically unaffected by 
the presence of the inclined section, following a behavior very close to that of a developing 
flow in a horizontal tube. This can be explained by looking at the wall flow regimes in the 
two situations. For an OCR of 2.5% the tube wall is completely wetted and a film is flowing. 
For the low OCR the wall flow regime oscillates between completely wetted (wavy film) and 
partially wetted (rivulets or drops). Figure 2.13 shows three frames of video which 
characterize the flow regime at the wall. In the low OCR case, the flow goes by the change 
in direction without too much disturbance of the liquid that is flowing at the wall, even 
when the wall is completely wet, due to low liquid velocity.   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.10 Effect of inclination angle on droplet flow rate and film wavelength. 
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Figure 2.11 Change in volumetric mean diameter as the flow progresses down the tube as a 
function of angle. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 effect of OCR on droplet flow rate. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
Figure 2.13 Flow regimes for (a) OCR=2.5%, fully wet; (b) OCR=0.43%, partially wet; (c) 
OCR=0.43%, fully wet. 
 
2.5. Conclusions 
Even though physically intuitive observations from previous works and simplified 
models showed encouraging results, an initial experimental investigation of droplet 
deposition enhanced by means of an inclined section in a tube, proved the phenomena is far 
more complex and deserves further attention. The transition from horizontal to inclined 
tube sections introduced external instabilities to the film flowing at the wall at higher mass 
fluxes and generated new, bigger droplets that were entrained in the core flow causing the 
drop flow rate to increase instead of the desired decrease. It is also noteworthy to point out 
that the film flowing at the wall of the tube is being decelerated by gravity which in turn 
increases the relative velocity of the vapor and liquid phases, creating more instabilities 
and further generating more droplets.  
For small inclination angles, the flow passes by the transition with negligible 
disturbance and in fact, the drop flow rate drops sharply just past the middle of the test 
section, this suggests that there might be an optimum angle and inclined section length 
that can be advantageously used to enhance liquid separation from the core flow. For low 
OCRs, the inclined section has little effect on the flow, therefore the drop flow rate 
reduction continues at the same pace as in the horizontal section.  
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3. BREAKUP PATTERNS OF OIL FILM AT 
COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE VALVE 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
 
Previous work from Wujek and Hrnjak (2010, 2011) has shown that at the discharge 
of a compressor, the predominant flow pattern is a mist flow developing into a mist-annular 
flow down the discharge tube. In order to understand how oil separation could be integrated 
into the compressor discharge more investigation is needed into the origination of the oil 
mist.  
Following the path from suction to discharge, it is clear that the gateway for the oil 
to leave the compressor is through the discharge orifice and gap between the reed valve and 
the valve seat.  
Valve stiction is a very well-known phenomena due to the presence of an oil-rich 
liquid film between valve and its seat. Such film causes delay in opening and a slight 
overpressure inside the compression chamber to overcome the additional force necessary to 
break-up the film.  
The first natural step into understanding how the oil mist is formed would be to look 
into the opening process of a discharge reed valve by trying to provide conditions for easy 
access for visualization. This chapter provides insight into this opening process both outside 
and inside a real compressor.  
3.2. Oil film and valve interaction 
3.2.1. Literature overview 
Lorentzen (1955) was one of the first researchers to bring attention to the importance of 
oil stiction in opening delay in automatic valves of compressors. In order to obtain better 
agreement with experimental results of valve lift and timing, MacLaren and Kerr (1969) 
suggested that fitted coefficients for valve dynamic behavior be used. Giacomelli and 
Giorgetti (1974) suggested that oil presence in the valve gap should be minimized to avoid 
opening delay. Pringle (1976) was one of the first to observe that cavitation occurs in the oil 
film and that it can affect the opening delay significantly. The most important variables in 
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oil stiction phenomena have been identified to be the amount of oil between valve and the 
valve seat and the contact area between valve and seat. Khalifa and Liu (1998) developed a 
model that took into account the viscous and interfacial tension forces on the oil film and 
their influence on the force balance on the valve, solving for the dynamic behavior of the 
valve submitted to a prescribed, time-dependent, cylinder pressure profile. Their model 
considered that there is an unlimited amount of oil between the valve and the seat. Pizarro-
Recabarren et al. (2012) built on Khalifa and Liu’s model with the consideration that the 
amount of oil between the valve and the seat is finite. They solved Reynolds lubrication 
equation for the oil film and also considered the capillary and surface tension forces to solve 
the force balance on the reed valve. Their results yielded stiction forces that were 
significantly less than what was predicted by Khalifa and Liu’s model. However, their 
model has to use a stop criteria as the film thickness reached 10µm. This is arbitrary and 
there is no information in the literature as to at which thickness the film will break.  
Youshizumi et al.(2011) took the experimental route to evaluate stiction and visualize oil 
film breakup structures. In their experiment, they constructed an experiment to reproduce 
the same pressure pulse observed in their compressor and submitted a real valve installed 
in a glass seat with and orifice the same size as in the compressor for the gas flow. After 
depositing the oil between the valve and the glass seat, the pressure pulse was generated 
and the oil film was visualized from underneath the glass seat. The valve lift was monitored 
with a proximity sensor and the valve deformation was also recorded using strain gages.  
Figure 3.1 shows one of their visualizations and also the evolution of the pressure pulse and 
valve displacement for two types of seat, A and B, seat A has a larger contact area with the 
valve, while seat B has a grooved surface to limit this contact area. They were able to divide 
the valve opening process in four stages. The first stage is called stiction and the valve 
remains adherent to the oil film as the pressure inside the bore increases, in this stage the 
valve barely moves and instead it deforms as they captured with the strain gages. In the 
second stage the valve starts lifting and cavitation sites appear inside the oil film. During 
this stage the cavitation sites start to spread around the perimeter and then stage III or 
rupture stage begins when the film starts to disintegrate, the rupture then spreads around 
the free tip end of the valve then moving to the root of the valve area. In stage IV the valve 
moves freely without interference of the oil. They found that the smaller contact area 
configuration provided a much larger depression in the oil film pressure due to the 
stretching and also smaller contact area for interfacial forces to act. They found that by 
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changing contact areas they were able to reduce over-compression by 30% in the case with 
type B seat. They did not however look interested in characterizing the film breakup in 
quantitative terms as cavitation nucleation sites number, sizes and spacing between them.  
 
  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Visualization of stiction effect in reed valves by Yoshizumi et al. (2010). 
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3.2.2. Film breakup and atomization 
The disintegration of a liquid film, sheet or jet into ligaments and subsequently droplets 
by either the liquid stream kinetic energy, the exposure of the stream to a high velocity 
vapor stream or the action of an external mechanical force (pressure, vibrations, rotary 
motion, electrical field) is the process commonly called atomization, or the generation of 
discrete particles from a continuous liquid stream (Lefebvre, 1989). Still according to the 
same book, atomization occurs in nature in waterfalls, rains, ocean sprays, hair sprays, 
garden hoses or shower heads. More highly specialized applications include fuel injection in 
spark ignition and diesel engines, painting, agricultural chemicals application to crops, 
nuclear cores cooling. Devices specifically designed to achieve such task are called  
atomizers. Usually atomizers take advantage of the instabilities introduced when a high 
relative velocity is present between the liquid stream and the surrounding gaseous phase.  
Lord Rayleigh (1878) was the first to study the instabilities that led to the breakup of 
liquid jets in laminar regime, he found that the instability growth in the jet led to its 
breakup into droplets about twice the diameter of the jet. In the turbulent regime, there is 
no need for external forces to induce the breakup of the jet, since whenever radial 
components of the velocity were not restricted by solid walls, the only forces holding the jet 
together are surface tension forces, once they are overcome the jet starts to breakup. 
Viscosity acts as an instability dampener, inhibiting growth and delaying breakup 
(Lefebvre, 1989). 
Another mode in which atomization can be achieved is through disintegration of liquid 
sheets. Liquid sheets can be disintegrated either by diminishing thickness and appearance 
of perforations, or voids, in the sheet that coalesce and form ligaments or threads. These 
threads in turn, breakup into smaller droplets (Lefebvre, 1989). The other mode of sheet 
breakup is called wavy-sheet disintegration, when the crests of waves induced by interfacial 
instability growth are ripped away in patches which in turn evolve to break up into 
droplets. Even though there are many modes of liquid sheet disintegration, the final 
breakup process is always the one where ligaments breakup into droplets obeying the 
Rayleigh postulate. 
According to Lefebvre (1989) a complete theoretical prediction of the atomization process 
is yet to be developed and the prediction of droplet size distribution relies highly on 
empirical correlations. However, it is possible to learn about liquid breakup into droplets by 
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first looking at the basic forces that govern such phenomena. Klusener (1933) examined the 
influence of air pressure variations around a droplet on its breakup. Lefebvre (1989) states 
that under equilibrium conditions the internal pressure at any point in the droplet, is just 
enough to balance external aerodynamic pressure and surface tension pressure (Eq. 3.1). 
 
௜ܲ௡௧ ൌ ௔ܲ௘௥௢ ൅ ఙܲ ൌ ܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐ (3.1) 
 
For the droplet to remain stable, the changes in aerodynamic pressure have to be 
compensated by changes in surface tension pressure. But if the aerodynamic pressure 
change is large enough so that surface tension cannot compensate to maintain the internal 
pressure constant, the droplet may deform and eventually the surface tension pressure will 
be so small that the droplet may breakup into smaller drops such that surface tension can 
again counterbalance the aerodynamic pressure and establish an equilibrium state (Giffen 
and Muraszew, 1953). Gordon (1959), suggests a concept of a critical droplet size depending 
on the aerodynamic pressure or velocity field and the surface tension forces. He also 
suggested that viscosity plays a role into delaying the breakup time of a droplet so that if 
the aerodynamic pressure decreases during this breakup time due to the action of viscous 
forces, the droplet might not breakup after all (Lefebvre, 1989).  
Hinze (1955), identified three basic modes of droplet deformation and breakup: oblate 
ellipsoid; cylindrical thread; bulgy (irregular protuberances). The first one is most likely to 
occur when a droplet is subjected to aerodynamic pressures. The breakup of a droplet 
flowing in a gas stream is controlled by dynamic pressure, or pressure difference across the 
droplet, viscous forces and surface tension. For low viscosity liquids the Weber number (We) 
is the dimensionless parameter that provides the comparison between dynamic pressure 
and surface tension. For a spherical droplet in a gaseous stream, We is given by equation 
3.2. 
 
ܹ݁ ൌ ߩ௩ ௥ܷଶܦ ߪൗ  (3.2) 
 
ܹ݁௖௥௜௧ ൌ 8 ܥ஽ൗ  (3.3) 
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Equation 3.2 and 3.3 can be manipulated to get the critical diameter or relative velocity 
to determine if a certain droplet is likely to breakup in the presence of that flow.  
Figure 3.2 shows the deformation and breakup sketch of a droplet in free fall on ambient 
air (Lane, 1951). Lane also showed that for liquids with surface tensions ranging from 0.028 
to 0.475 N-m there is a relationship between critical relative velocity below which breakup 
does not occur (Eq. 3.4). 
 
ܷோ,௖௥௜௧ ∝ ටߪ ܦൗ  (3.4) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Droplet deformation and breakup in air (Lefebvre, 1989; Lane, 1951; Simmons, 
1979). 
 
Hinze (1955), estimated that critical We numbers for free falling droplets are almost 
twice as high as those of droplets suddenly exposed to an air stream at constant velocity. 
Hinze also used a parameter to account for the effect of viscosity on droplet breakup (Eq. 
3.5) which later would be known as the Ohnesorge number (Oh). 
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ܱ݄ ൌ √ܹ݁ ܴ݁ൗ ൌ 	ߤ௟ ඥߩ௟ߪܦ൘  (3.5) 
Brodkey (1967) has suggested the following empirical correlation for the influence of 
viscosity: 
 
ܹ݁௖௥௜௧ ൌ ܹ݁ሶ ௖௥௜௧ ൅ 14ܱ݄ (3.6) 
 
Where the second critical We is the critical We number with zero viscosity. 
 
When looking into the mechanisms of droplet deformation and breakup, it is very logical 
to try to apply the same principles of a droplet to the annular film stretching between the 
valve and valve seat in a compressor.  If we assume a quasi-static approach, for every 
instant in time there is a balance between pressure difference forces across the interface, 
interfacial, capillary and viscous forces inside the film, it looks that the same kind of 
dimensionless groups could be formulated for the film annulus taking into account its 
geometry. This is an exercise that will be attempted in the future in trying to predict 
critical We numbers and critical thickness for rupture.  
 
3.3. Experiments and results 
The experiment for studying the valve opening process had to generate a pressure pulse 
inside the discharge orifice of a real compressor valve plate.   
 
3.3.1. Oil film breakup with valve outside compressor 
Two different types of valve plates from two compressors: automotive swash plate 
compressor and hermetic reciprocating compressor, were assembled in a way that a 
pressure pulse could be created using a pressurized gas tank and a solenoid valve to initiate 
reed valve movement. The valve seat or the surface underneath the valve was treated with 
a known quantity of oil before the pressure pulse was generated. The fluid of choice to 
generate the pressure pulse was compressed nitrogen. Care was especially taken to ensure 
that the gas velocity was compatible to what could be encountered in the compressor and 
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that the pressure pulse had amplitude that was also the same order of magnitude as 
expected in the compressor. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the set up for the experiment. 
 
The oils used in the experiments were POE ISO 10 for the small hermetic reciprocating 
compressor and PAG ISO 46 for the automotive swash plate compressor. Both oils were the 
original oils as used in each compressor. Ambient temperature and pressure were 
maintained while doing the visualizations. The camera used for the recording of the movies 
is a Phantom V671, with a 512x512 CMOS sensor with capability of recording at 2200 
frames per second at the highest resolutions. Higher framing rates can be achieved by 
using a smaller portion of the sensor. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Set up for preliminary experiment and sample valve plates used 
 
3.3.2. Film breakup pattern 
In this experiment, two types of discharge valve plates were used. The first one is from a 
swash plate reciprocating type of compressor commonly encountered in automotive air 
conditioning applications. The pressure pulse generated had amplitude of 424kPa  in order 
to generate an average velocity at the discharge orifice of 13 m/s, which is the same velocity 
of the compressor in operation with R134a and mass flow rate of 30 g/s. A controlled 
amount of PAG oil with viscosity grade of 46 cSt was deposited in two different locations, 
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under the reed valve, and around the perimeter of the orifice between the valve and its 
seat. The controlled amounts were 20 µl and 10 µl as these were applied with a graduated 
micro syringe. Those amounts are chosen to correspond to OCRs of 10 % and 5 % 
respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the oil burst at valve opening for the three different 
situations tested. It is possible to see that the when the oil is deposited only at the 
perimeter of the valve seat, the initial burst of oil is much more intense generating much 
more ligaments than double the quantity deposited only under the part of the valve that 
covers the orifice. 
 In an attempt to extract droplet size manual processing of the video was performed due 
to the low population of droplets. The results are shown on Figure 3.5. These results 
however present characteristics of pixel locking and also droplet size resolution limitations, 
but one can expect droplets and liquid ligaments to be present when the oil film ruptures 
from the valve opening action. Another experiment was performed with 20 µl deposited 
under the valve and the video was recorded using a microscope type lens that allowed for 
better droplet size resolution. Figure 3.6 shows the results obtained from the videos and 
using Wujek and Hrnjak, 2011 methodology for automated image processing technique. 
Indeed smaller droplets are found but still there is limitation on the size resolution and also 
droplet population.   
In order to make results applicable to other types of compressors, the same experiment 
was done with a discharge valve plate assembly from a small hermetic reciprocating type of 
compressor commonly used for household refrigerators. The oil used was a POE oil with 
viscosity grade 10 cSt. The gas flow rate was adjusted to yield the same average velocity at 
the discharge orifice of 9m/s and the resulting pressure pulse was 324 kPa. The amounts of 
oil used were 10 µl and 20 µl. Figure 3.7 shows the snapshots of the film breakup pattern at 
the time just before oil burst from the valve. It is interesting to note the appearance of light 
and dark regions in a well-defined pattern in the gap between valve and valve seat. This 
might be an indication that “cavitation” cells are forming inside the oil film the causing 
discontinuities in the liquid film, making certain portions of the film to protrude outwards 
before others thus causing some areas to reflect light. This behavior for film breakup 
correlates well with what was seen by Yoshizumi et al. (2011). What was not provided in 
that work was the spacing between cavitation sites.  By visually inspecting the image and 
manually estimating the size of these gaps, it is possible to say that these distances are in 
the range of 400-500µm, depending on the condition.  
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Figure 3.4 Oil film breakup for three different conditions 
 
Figure 3.5 Droplet and ligament size distribution from manual processing 
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Figure 3.6 Video snapshot and droplet size distribution using Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) 
image processing method. 
 
 
Oil deposition site  
→ 
Oil quantity 
↓   
20µl  
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Figure 3.7 Snapshot of film breakup pattern just before blowout from reciprocating 
compressor for household refrigeration. 
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It is possible to note that the spacing increases with decreased amount of oil and it 
decreases when going from depositing oil under the valve to depositing between valve and 
the seat. 
This evidence, together with the results of Yoshizumi et al. (2011) and Zimmermann and 
Hrnjak (2015) also shows that the generally accepted assumption of a continuous liquid 
film for stiction forces calculation in valve dynamics might not be completely accurate, since 
both previous works show discontinuities on the film structure. 
 
3.3.3. Film breakup inside compressor 
In a second experiment, a scroll compressor commonly used for residential air 
conditioning systems was equipped with several sight windows on the discharge plenum 
area. This provided optical access and view of one of the reed valves in operation. After 
several attempts to visualize the film breakup during steady state operation, it was decided 
that it would be best to capture film breakup during start up and compare it to the outside 
compressor experiments for similarities. This is due to the cloudiness generated by the mist 
flow inside the compressor and the inability to bring more light into the compressor because 
of the limited size of the sight windows.  The high pressure also plays a role in limiting the 
amount of sight windows and therefore the amount of light that can be brought in. The 
compressor was operated in a full scale residential air conditioning system controlled by 
two environmental chambers to establish realistic startup and steady state conditions. 
Figure 3.8 shows the sight windows installed in the compressor for visualization. 
In order to record the videos at start up, the compressor was started after a long off-
period. Initial conditions were recorded and the valve motion and film breakup were 
visualized to look for comparable characteristics to what was observed in experiments 
outside real operating conditions. The startup condition was chosen because of the 
favorable visualization characteristics due to the absence of a mist inside the compressor 
plenum that happens in steady state.  
It is widely accepted that start up conditions for reed valves impose boundary conditions 
that go beyond the design for steady operation in terms of mass flow rate and consequently 
valve lift. Therefore it was decided to investigate what happens in terms of oil breakup 
during these conditions since this situation would be very similar to that seen in the open 
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air experiments. It is important to note that experimental conditions in this case are 
unimportant and also that OCR cannot be determined.  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Film breakup observation set up in start-up of real scroll compressor. 
 
Right before the compressor is turned on, the images from inside the discharge plenum 
can be seen in Figure 3.9a. A small amount of oil is present as a film between the valve and 
the seat. Figures 3.9b to 3.9f show a time evolution of such film from the moment the 
compressor is turned on forward. These images were captured at full resolution and 2,200 
fps.  
It can be observed that after the compressor starts to run the oil film is actually pushed 
out as a pure liquid flow, without actually breaking and the valve movement is almost 
imperceptible (Fig.3.9b). In the next image (Fig.3.9c), one can see that oil droplets are 
already flowing inside the discharge plenum, coming from the film breakup. It was 
observed that during the startup experiments, after a few milliseconds, a significant 
amount of liquid comes to the compressor and actually enters the compression mechanism. 
That is reflected on Figure 3.9d. It can also be noted that the visualization becomes 
increasingly difficult due to this high liquid loading as it is shown on Figures 3.9e and 3.9f. 
The same startup condition was also recorded at a lower resolution of 128x128 pixels to 
allow the use of higher framing rate at 19,000 fps. Figures 3.10a to 3.10f show the time 
evolution of the startup procedure and show interesting features that were previously 
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observed in the open air experiments with the small reciprocating compressor. Figure 3.10b 
shows that at the left side close to the tip of the valve, there is film breakup present and it 
also indicates that the flow around the valve is not symmetrical. Later on Figures 3.10c and 
3.10d, it can be observed the kind of unstable structures that were present on the open air 
experiment. However the length scale in the real case is different than the open air case.  
The length scale between the instabilities was determined using the Phantom 675.2 
software and the valve thickness was used as the scaling dimension in this case.  Indicated 
dimensions a, b and c on Figure 3.11 are equal to 274 µm, 307 µm and 285µm respectively, 
as opposed to about 400 µm to 540 µm observed in the open air experiment. The 
information of the length scale is very important when validating models for the film 
breakup and resulting liquid structures like ligaments or droplets. Figures 3.10e and 3.10f 
show the later stages when visualization becomes blurry. 
 
 
(a) 0 ms (b) 7 ms (c) 55 ms 
 
(d) 79 ms (e) 146 ms (f) 187 ms 
Figure 3.9 Startup image sequence for main discharge valve at 2,200fps 
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(a) 0ms (b) 0.7ms (c) 0.99ms 
 
(d) 1.46 ms (e) 3.85 ms (f) 103 ms 
Figure 3.10 Startup image sequence for main discharge valve at 19,000 fps. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Length scales of the instabilities observed in the oil film. 
 
By performing visual inspection of the image taking into account scaling factors the 
spacing between light reflecting regions is consistently about 290µm. It is smaller than the 
observed in the experiments with nitrogen and POE ISO10 oil, but such difference could be 
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attributed to degassing effects inside the oil film that can induce cavitation prematurely in 
comparison with pure oil due to the presence of dissolved refrigerant in the oil.  
 
3.4. Conclusions 
 
Visualization from the experiments indicates that the film breakup progression is as 
follows: continuous film to sheet to pillars or columns, pillars to ligaments, ligaments to 
droplets. 
The spacing between the pillars or columns is consistent and repeatable. This indicates 
that during the valve opening process some kind of instability arises in the film that 
introduces this well organized pattern.  
Experiments with pure oil when using nitrogen as the gas show greater pillar spacing 
than the measurements inside the compressor, indicating effect of properties due to 
refrigerant dissolved. 
The smaller spacing during the experiments conducted inside the compressor compared 
to the experiment with pure oil may be related to degasification of the oil film.  
The decrease in pressure inside the film as the valve lifts and therefore introducing a 
larger number of film discontinuity sites is another probable reason.   
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4. ASSESSMENT OF REED VALVE DYNAMIC 
BEHAVIOR IN A SCROLL COMPRESSOR THROUGH 
VISUALIZATION 
 
 
 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
Valve reliability is one of the most crucial parameters in compressor design, as is 
efficiency. In scroll compressors only discharge valves are present since there is no need to 
suction valves due to design characteristics.  
In order to properly design a compressor valve system, the engineer has to get access to 
data about valve dynamic behavior, that means, valve displacement, speed and modes of 
vibration as a function of time, to calculate valve stresses and reduce failures by fatigue or 
impact (Soedel, 1974; Cohen, 1972). Traditionally, capacitive or inductive transducers have 
been used to gather such information from compressors being tested under real operating 
conditions. In addition, strain gauges have been used at the base of the valve so that 
numerical models can be validated and used to determine dynamic behavior (Nagata et al., 
2010). Optical methods have also been used (Ludu et al., 2000; Nagy et al., 2008), however, 
very little has been made available about actual images of real operating valves under real 
running conditions. It is quite easy to justify the lack of such information since the majority 
of compressing machines have complex, intricate geometries that make accessing the locus 
of the valve very difficult. However, visualization of valve motion has been done before 
(Ludu et al., 2000) in small hermetic reciprocating compressors for household refrigerators. 
In some cases, access to these locations is quite simple and easy to realize, as in low 
pressure shell scroll compressors. There, the only barrier between the discharge valve site 
and the naked eye is a steel shell cover. Figure 4.1 shows typical shapes for curves of 
displacement for reed valves measured in small hermetic reciprocating compressors (Ludu 
et al., 2000). 
With the objective of start filling this information gap, this work focuses on the high 
speed visualization of the discharge valve movement in a scroll compressor and the 
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extraction of displacement, speed, impact velocity and indication of torsional movement 
(wobbling) through image processing.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Typical shapes of reed valve displacement (Ludu et al., 2000). 
 
 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. System configuration and valve visualization arrangement 
 
In order to visualize the valve operation inside the discharge plenum of the scroll 
compressor, a total of 5 sight glasses were installed around the discharge cover. The sight 
glasses provided access for lighting and also to capture the images. There was also a need to 
modify the internal structure of the discharge plenum in order to remove physical barriers 
to the visualization of the valves by machining out a large amount of material, however it is 
not believed that it will interfere with the valve dynamic characteristics. Figure 4.2a shows 
a picture of where material was removed.  
A high speed CMOS camera with maximum resolution of 512x512 pixels at 2,200 frames 
per second (fps) and 256 shades of gray was used to record the videos. Two lenses were used 
in the visualizations: a macro lens for a broader area view so there could be an 
understanding of how the valves opening sequence and timing work; and a microscope lens 
assembly used for magnification in determining valve displacement with better spatial 
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resolution. Videos were recorded at 5,000 frames per second (fps), since the compressor ran 
at 38Hz. 
Figure 4.2a shows the internal machining and Figure 4.2b shows the way the compressor 
is assembled in the facility with the lighting fixtures and camera positioned. A sample 
image of each of the lenses is shown on Figures 4.2c for macro, and 2d for microscope.  
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.2 Compressor modifications, assembly and sample images. 
 
The compressor used is an R410A scroll compressor, using PVE oil (FVC32), with low 
pressure shell, designed to operate in residential air conditioning. It is installed in a full 
residential air conditioning system facility comprised of two environmental chambers 
(indoor and outdoor). Inside each of the chambers, the respective heat exchangers are 
inserted into wind tunnels so air flow rate and temperatures can be controlled to set the 
desired suction and discharge pressure conditions to the compressor. The compressor speed 
is controlled with a variable frequency drive and was kept at 38Hz, which is lower than the 
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nominal speed of 50Hz. This had to be done to avoid dense mist inside the plenum which 
made visualization impossible at some conditions.  
The system is instrumented with a Coriolis type mass flow meter with uncertainty of 
±0.5% of the actual measurement, suction and discharge pressures are measured with 
pressure transducers with uncertainty of ±0.25%. Temperatures were measured at the 
discharge pipe using a T-type immersion thermocouple with uncertainty of ±0.25°C. 
 
4.2.2. Image processing 
 
Information about valve timing and displacement were obtained using Vision Research 
Phantom 675.2 software built-in tools. The valve speed was obtained by differentiating the 
valve displacement with respect to time. An Edge-Sobel horizontal filter was used to 
enhance the valve edges so displacement measurement could be easily performed. The 
displacement and speed were determined by tracking the position of three points in the 
valve, two on the edge and one on the top surface of the valve. The pixel values on each of 
these points were recorded such as for each frame of the video, the position of the points 
could be determined and therefore displacement could be calculated in relation to the closed 
valve position. The resultant of the vertical and horizontal displacement is reported in the 
charts. Figure 4.3 illustrates an example calculation. A ten frames difference was used on 
purpose to exaggerate the displacement between frames. The three points chosen are shown 
on Figures 4.5, and 4.6 and 4.7 inside the charts. The scaling factor was obtained by using 
the valve thickness (0.3mm) as a reference dimension. In this case one pixel corresponds to 
15µm. The estimated measurement uncertainty was ±1 pixel due to the manual nature of 
the measurement and therefore results in ±15µm for displacement, this leads to a speed 
uncertainty of ±0.075m/s. 
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Figure 4.3 Illustration of displacement measurement. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
 
All results presented in this section are based on one video recorded at 5,000 fps, of one 
of the auxiliary valves, with compressor running at 38 Hz, discharge pressure was 2500 
kPa, discharge temperature was 125 °C, the mass flow rate of refrigerant was 40g/s, OCR 
was 0.4%. The first cycle of valve operation of the video is shown as a series of six images on 
Figure 4.4. 
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(a) 0 ms (b) 3.8 ms (c) 6.8 ms 
(d) 9.4 ms (e) 15 ms (f) 30.6 ms 
Figure 4.4 Time sequence of one of the valves under steady operation; Pdisch=2.5 MPa, 
Tdisch=125 °C,m ̇=40 g/s, f=38 Hz, OCR=0.4 %. 
 
4.3.1. Valve timing 
 
Observing videos from several cycles one can determine the consistency of valve timing. 
Table 4.1 shows timing information for several cycles including cycle time period based on 
the operating frequency of the compressor, total cycle time, open time, percent open time 
and cycle to cycle variations for the variables of interest.  
Results shown in the table do not indicate significant variations in valve timing from 
cycle to cycle for the sample number of cycles taken for this analysis. The small variations 
present are on the order of the frame spacing and therefore should not be taken into 
account as having any physical meaning. 
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Table 4.1 Valve timing 
 
Cycle # 1/f 
[ms] 
Total 
[ms] 
Open 
[ms] 
% 
Open 
Var. 
total 
[ms] 
Var
. open 
[ms] 
1 
26.3 
29.8 15.0 50.33 0 0 
2 29.8 14.6 48.99 0 -0.4 
3 29.8 14.8 49.66 0 0.2 
4 29.8 14.6 48.99 0 -0.2 
5 29.8 14.6 48.99 0 0 
6 29.8 14.8 49.66 0 0.2 
7 29.8 14.8 49.66 0 0 
8 30.0 14.8 49.33 0.2 0 
9 29.6 14.6 49.32 -0.4 -0.2 
10 30.0 14.8 49.33 0.4 -0.2 
 
 
4.3.2. Valve velocity and displacement. 
 
Three curves in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 represent three different locations that were tracked 
for displacement. The shapes of the three curves have a good agreement but their values 
differ a little. It is important to note that the speed values are absolute, that means after 
about 4 ms, the valve is actually moving down towards the seat.  
The most interesting observation comes from the displacement difference between points 
3 and 1, which indicates presence of a torsional movement. This is very important, 
especially when it manifests itself close to the moment when the valve is approaching the 
seat for closing. Figure 4.7 shows a plot of the difference between point 3 and point 1 
displacements. There is some significant torsional movement when the valve reaches its 
highest lift and also some minor movement of this type when the valve is approaching the 
closing moment. However, it is also noteworthy that the impact velocity in this case is very 
small in between 0.2 m/s and 0.3 m/s, posing no great risks for reliability of the valve.  
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It could be argued that instead of a torsional motion, one could be misled but just 
observing the two points from a different perspective and artificially induce the difference 
in displacement. However by closely observing the videos it is clear that there is torsional 
motion and it is at its highest intensity close to maximum valve lift.  
As far as the author knows, this is the first time that such data has been extracted from 
visualizations in real operation of scroll compressors, which not only brings the physical 
quantities usually obtained with proximity transducers but also provides better 
understanding by actually watching the phenomena take place.  
 
 
Figure 4.5 Valve displacement 
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Figure 4.6 Valve speed 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Estimative of displacement difference between points 1 and 3. 
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4.4. Conclusions 
 
The visualizations performed and results extracted from the videos support to the 
following conclusions: 
 Valve displacement and speed information can be obtained by the use of high 
speed visualization techniques.  
 The shapes of the curves obtained agree reasonably well with what has been 
presented in the literature. 
 Torsional movement manifests itself more significantly when the valve is wide 
open, and is more subtle at the closing moment. 
 Impact velocity was determined not to be a concern since the values were low and 
valve reliability should not be an issue even with indication of a small degree of 
torsional movement at closing (Soedel, 1974).  
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5. OIL FLOW AT DISCHARGE VALVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The predominant flow regime at the discharge is in the mist-annular region for a 
tube and it is well documented in the literature by Kim et al. (2004), Toyama et al (2006) 
and also the initial findings described by Zimmermann and Hrnjak (2014a,2014b) that 
inside a compressor shell or a discharge plenum the oil will be found usually in the form of 
a fine mist. 
Since in the case studied in this work the compressor shell is of a low pressure type, 
it was decided to focus on the discharge plenum in the area around the reed valves. It was 
decided to build up the complexity of the investigation by going through the following steps: 
1. Compressor operation with open discharge 
2. Compressor operating with only sight glasses in the cover 
3. Compressor operating with fully transparent discharge plenum  
The idea was to use the open compressor to infer the quality of the images that 
would be possibly obtained and how the flow would be characterized. Then the compressor 
was initially equipped with sight glasses that provided good visual access to the discharge 
volume, as can be seen on Figure 5.1. The droplet generation identification is considered in 
two operating conditions: startup and steady state. 
 The last step in building a fully transparent discharge plenum was executed to allow 
for better lighting and better characterization of the flow around the valves during the 
opening and closing periods.  
A high speed CMOS type of camera was used to perform the visualizations. The 
camera has a 512x512 sensor and is capable of capturing video at 2,200 frames per second 
at full resolutions and 90,000 frames per second at minimal resolution. During the 
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experiments, several settings of the camera were used to best suit flow speed, type and 
intensity of lighting and spatial resolution.  
 
5.1. Open discharge compressor operation 
 
The open discharge compressor operation experiment has the purpose of providing more 
ideal conditions for backlighting and therefore leading to better accuracy in the 
determination of droplet size and speed. In this experiment the compressor is assembled as 
shown in Figure 5.1 and the three discharge valves are exposed to the atmosphere. This set 
up allows for direct backlighting where the camera and the light source are perfectly 
aligned on opposite sides of the focal plane of the lens. It generates a white saturated 
background and most of the liquid structures in the flow appear as dark regions in the 
captured image. This feature allows for better contrast and also boundary or edge location, 
increasing the accuracy of size determination. In this experiment, the compressor speed, oil 
properties and location of video capture can be controlled, as well as the presence of a 
transparent cover or not. Such cover is not capable of holding pressure, it only is used to 
provide the same type of enclosure so similarity of the velocity field can be maintained.  
The next logical step from an isolated valve experiment would be to go to the real 
compressor operation. However, during that migration it was found that the visibility, 
especially during steady state operation of the compressor, was limited to OCRs less than 
2%. For values above that it is not possible to see the valve through the mist that populates 
the discharge plenum of the compressor. Therefore, it was decided to take a step back and 
look into the compressor with the discharge open to the atmosphere and investigate the 
effects of compressor speed, oil thermo physical properties and vertical distance from the 
valve on droplet size and velocity distribution. 
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(a)      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.1 Open compressor assembly (a) and sample image obtained(b) 
 
In order to investigate the effect of compressor speed, a frequency inverter was used to 
drive the electric motor at three different speeds, 35Hz, 42.5Hz and 50Hz. The compressor 
was run with PVE oil with ISO32 viscosity grade and air as the compressing gas. Snapshots 
of videos captured are shown in Figure 5.2 for the three different speeds evaluated. From 
the snapshots it is clear that as compressor speed increases, droplet population also 
increases. From video processing analysis, it is possible to obtain the droplet size 
distribution and also velocity distribution for all three compressor speeds.  
The number distribution for droplet size is given in Figure 5.3. The qualitative 
observation that more droplets appear as the compressor speed is increased is confirmed. 
What can also be observed is that as the compressor speed increases there are more of 
smaller droplets, however, some droplets of bigger sizes start to appear in the distribution, 
suggesting a bi-modal distribution as speed increases. 
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35Hz 42.5Hz 
50Hz 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Snapshots of oil droplets and ligaments being generated by valve opening for 
different compressor speeds. 
From looking at the videos it is possible to link the bigger droplets to oil ligament 
breakups that originate from the vapor flow interaction with accumulated oil that sits in 
front of the valve. The smaller droplets can be said to originate from the oil film breakup 
between valve and some oil droplets that are coming from the compression chamber, 
however, it can be argued that most of it comes from the film breakup since by looking at 
the droplet speed profiles with respect to time (Figure 5.3), one can find that the periodicity 
in the droplet velocity is closely related to operating frequency of the compressor.  For this 
case the periodicity was 23.5ms and 18.5ms for 42.5Hz and 50Hz,  respectively. Figure 5.4 
shows the droplet size distribution, the shift towards smaller droplets is clear for the 
transition between 35 and 42.5Hz and a little more subtle but still present from 42.5Hz to 
50Hz. 
Videos were also recorded away from the valve by moving the camera vertically, this 
allows gauging which droplets tend to separate by gravity and which ones continue to move 
upward and eventually will collide with the walls. It also gives an estimate of changes in 
the velocities as the flow approaches the boundaries of the cover. The higher position is also 
very good to evaluate the influence of the presence of the cover or not. The advantage of 
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running the open discharge compressor without the cover is the possibility to approximate 
the camera to the focal plane and use extension tubes in the lens to get better resolution in 
droplet size. Figure 5.5 shows the positioning of the viewing plane and also a snapshot of 
the video for 50Hz operating frequency.  
  
35Hz 
 
42.5Hz 
 
50Hz 
 
Figure 5.3 Droplet speed vs time for three compressor speeds. 
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35Hz 
  
42.5Hz 
 
50Hz 
Figure 5.4 Droplet size distribution for three compressor speeds. 
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Figure 5.5 Above valve field of view and snapshot of video at 50Hz. 
 
Figure 5.6 shows the mass size distribution for two compressor speeds, the lower 
compressor speed video did not yield any statistically significant result to develop a 
histogram.  When compared to the results obtained closer to the valve it is possible to 
observe that the larger droplets do not show up anymore and that droplet velocities are also 
reduced. 
42.5Hz 
 
 
50Hz 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Mass distribution of droplet sizes and velocity distribution for 42.5Hz and 50Hz 
in above valve position. 
 
The effect of the presence of the cover is shown on figure 5.7 where it is possible to notice 
that the droplet size resolution is improved as mentioned before and a lot more smaller 
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droplets are captured, this reflects on the reported volume mean diameter on table 5.1, 
however it does not make a significant difference in terms of mass distribution, in fact the 
mass of droplets of less than 100µm amount to less than 15% of the total mass of droplets 
captured.  
 
Mass distribution Velocity profile 
 
Figure 5.7 Mass distribution of droplet sizes and velocity distribution for 50Hz without 
cover. 
Table 5.1 Volume mean diameter [µm] for each condition 
 With cover Without cover 
 Close to valve Above valve Above valve 
35Hz 183 NA NA 
42.5Hz 182 165 NA 
50Hz 172 166 119 
 
 
5.2. Sight glass equipped compressor 
 
The sight glass equipped compressor operation experiment is designed to provide optical 
access to the discharge plenum of a scroll compressor designed for residential air 
conditioning application. The compressor is run at a full system testing facility with the 
condenser and evaporator placed inside wind tunnels which are in environmentally 
controlled chambers. The control variables for this experiment are compressor speed, 
condensing pressure, evaporating pressure, evaporator outlet superheat. OCR is measured 
at the outlet of the condenser according to ASHRAE 41.4 Standard sampling methods. The 
sampling method was used due to the lack of known properties for R134a and PVE32 oil 
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that would justify an online measurement method. The schematic of the facility and 
instrumentation is shown in Figure 5.8. 
In the real compressor assembly, pure backlighting is not achievable due to the 
geometric restrictions of the compressor cover, as can be seen in the drawing shown in 
Figure 5.9, therefore the camera and the light sources are not perfectly aligned, generating 
a non-saturated image background and a mix of shadow (dark) and reflection (light) 
features on the droplets, which demands more steps in the image processing computations 
to ensure that edges are detectable and light spots are filled. In order to achieve better view 
of the valve and the flow, some geometric features were removed by machining and the 
original and final discharge side of the fixed scroll can be viewed on Figure 5.10a. Figures 
5.10b and 5.10c show a picture of the visualization set up with the compressor cover sight 
windows, lighting and a sample image of the visualization, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Real compressor facility for experiments 
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Figure 5.9 Compressor discharge plenum and discharge valves CAD drawing. 
 
    
  (a)   (b)  (c) 
Figure 5.10 Original and final/machined compressor valve plate (a), visualization set up (b), 
sample image obtained through visualization (c). 
 
5.2.1. Compressor qualitative start up and steady state visualization 
It is widely accepted that start up conditions for reed valves impose boundary conditions 
that go beyond the design for steady operation in terms of mass flow rate and consequently 
valve lift. Therefore it was decided to investigate what happens in terms of oil breakup 
during these conditions since this situation would be very similar to that seen in Chapter 3. 
It is important to note that experimental conditions in this case are unimportant and also 
that OCR cannot be determined. Figure 5.12a shows the relative placement of the valves 
from the visualization view. 
Right before the compressor is turned on, the situation inside the discharge plenum can 
be seen in Figure 5.11a. A small amount of oil is present as a film between the valve and 
the seat. Figures 5.11b to 5.11f show a time evolution of such film from the moment the 
compressor is turned on forward. These images were captured at full resolution and 
2,200fps. It can be observed that after the compressor starts to run the oil film is actually 
pushed out as a pure liquid flow, without actually breaking and the valve movement is 
almost imperceptible (Figure 5.11b). In the next image (Figure 5.11c), one can see that oil 
droplets are already flowing inside the discharge plenum, coming from the film breakup. It 
was observed that during the startup experiments, after a few milliseconds, a significant 
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amount of liquid comes to the compressor and actually enters the compression mechanism. 
That is reflected in Figure 5.11d. It can also be noted that the visualization becomes 
increasingly difficult due to this high liquid loading as it is shown on Figures 5.11e and 
5.11f. 
 
   
(a) 0 ms (b) 7 ms (c) 55 ms 
   
(d) 79 ms (e) 146 ms (f) 187 ms 
Figure 5.11 Startup image sequence for main discharge valve at 2,200fps. 
 
All the images discussed so far were obtained by starting the compressor after a long 
period of down time, usually overnight. Another interesting situation emerges when the 
compressor is running at steady state and is stopped and then restarted after about thirty 
minutes of down time. This is somewhat different as accumulates and collects in front of 
the valves, and those are actually submerged during the next restart. Figures 5.12a to 5.12f 
show the time evolution of the phenomenon. In this sequence of images it is interesting to 
note the greater volume of oil that is displaced. 
It can then be said that during startup conditions, although the very first droplets are 
generated by the oil film breakup, liquid admission to the compression chambers is 
responsible for the vast majority of the liquid droplets that follow suit. Therefore, attention 
is then turned to the visualizations under steady state operation. 
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(a) 0 ms (b) 1.6 ms (c) 6.2 ms 
   
(d) 13.2 ms (e) 78 ms (f) 143 ms 
 
Figure 5.12 Startup image sequence for submerged discharge valve. 
 
Startup is usually the condition when the compressor will experience its highest 
mass flow rate (under equalized pressures) and consequently the highest lift on the valve is 
expected since the pressure difference will be the greatest over the first few operating cycles 
of the compressor. Zimmermann and Hrnjak (2015) showed that during startup, at the very 
beginning the liquid mist inside the discharge plenum is originated mostly from liquid film 
accumulated in between the reed valve and its seat, and after a few opening cycles of the 
valve the discharge plenum is inundated with liquid coming from the system to the 
compressor suction due to the sudden pressure change. Their result is valid for R410A.  
Figure 5.13 shows the starting process sequence for the compressor at the conditions 
of this work. The pictures show the evolution in time from the moment the compressor is 
turned on until there is a first full opening of the valve. At 297ms the valve hits the stop, 
and a very large amount of liquid is pushed through the discharge orifice. On the 
intermediary steps, the interaction between the small amount of vapor coming out of the 
discharge port and any oil that was present in the plenum in the vicinity of the valve is 
seen, and large droplets (>1mm) are being generated. 
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                      0ms            9.84ms        188ms       193ms          207ms         297ms 
Figure 5.13 Startup sequence for compressor with PVE32 oil: initially oil droplets are 
generated by film breakup but afterwards liquid rushes in from the system due to high flow 
rate. 
 
During steady state operation of the compressor with only the sight glasses installed, for 
OCRs higher than 2% it is usually not possible to obtain good visibility so that: droplets are 
distinguishable; valve movement can be clearly observed; and film breakup can be looked 
at. This problem occurs because the camera has to be placed outside away from the valve 
and the volume between the lens and the valve is highly populated with droplets of very 
small size creating a thick barrier of objects out of focus in the image. In some situations it 
is possible to overcome out of focus objects and get a clean view of the object of interest, 
however this is usually true for very localized and stationary objects, not moving and 
widespread along the axis of the lens. Therefore limited knowledge has been obtained so 
far. 
However, in some visualization experiments it is possible to see that small droplets are 
mostly generated during opening and closing of the valve due to film breakup during 
opening phase and the film squeezing during closing action of the valve. In between, larger 
droplets are usually generated from the interaction of the vapor flow with the accumulated 
liquid in the adjacent region of the valve, namely the step in front of the valves. It is very 
difficult to distinguish the cloud of small size droplets being expelled from the valve from 
still images, however in motion pictures it is very clear. 
 
5.3. Hypothesis for the source of oil mist in circulation 
One of the unanswered questions that this work tries to address is that of the origin 
of the droplets that end up at the compressor discharge. One simple hypothesis is that some 
oil comes entrained in the gas from the compression chamber, some is scraped from the 
clearances and some might be coming from the volume that accumulates in the gap 
between valve and seat. The other possibility is that the majority of the oil being dispersed 
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in the discharge plenum is actually coming from the film breakup between valve and seat 
and then, when valve closes the gap gets replenished with some oil that comes from the gas 
and some that come from the seals. 
To help answer this question, the compressor was operated in a full size residential 
air conditioning systems placed in environmentally controlled chambers so the suction 
pressure and temperature and the discharge pressure were held fairly constant to the 
compressor. The compressor is of scroll type designed for residential air conditioning 
applications, having 3 discharge valves, volumetric displacement of 57.36cc/rev, and a low 
pressure shell arrangement. It was designed for operation at 50Hz, however in this work a 
variable frequency drive was used to set the compressor operating frequency to the desired 
level. 
In order to evaluate the influence of compressor speed/mass flow rate and also the effect 
of viscosity, a test matrix listed on Table 5.2 was used. OCR was determined according to 
ASHRAE 41.4 Standard and the scale used had accuracy of ±0.1g and the sample size 
averaged about 90g. As a result the maximum absolute error found in OCR was 0.2%. Even 
though the points at 30Hz are listed in the test matrix, there was no useful result that 
could be derived from it since OCR was too low to be measured accurately. 
Table 5.2 Test conditions for oil mist characterization 
Oil 
Viscosity 
[cSt] 
Frequency 
[Hz] 
Mass 
flow 
rate 
[g/s] 
Psuc 
[kPa] 
Pdisch 
[kPa] 
r 
[-] 
Tsh 
[K] 
Tdisch
[°C] 
OCR 
[%] 
PVE 32 
30 16.70 337.92 906.76 2.68 21.3 77.96 <0.2 
40 20.74 309.72 954.45 3.08 22.95 77.12 0.6 
50 21.88 312.74 960.95 3.07 24.32 81.06 0.98 
60 23.50 315.30 987.20 3.13 24.59 88.69 1.17 
POE 120 
30 17.25 339.48 832.56 2.45 23.37 72.72 <0.2 
40 19.88 311.79 887.57 2.84 26.52 74.70 0.55 
50 23.72 309.93 906.68 2.92 26.51 82.23 0.94 
60 24.94 309.24 935.94 3.02 26.09 88.21 1.02 
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By calculating the amount of oil that is pumped out at every compression cycle, it is 
possible to estimate the volume and then also, for the case of this compressor calculate the 
volume present in the gap between valve and seat. Figure 5.14 shows schematically how 
the main valve of the compressor in this study is assembled and Table 5.2 shows the 
calculated oil volume in the gap and the actual oil volume being discharged in each cycle. It 
is clear that the gap can hold an order of magnitude more oil that is discharge at every cycle 
so for this particular compressor design the second hypothesis that the majority of the oil 
comes from this location during the valve opening process is very strong. 
 
    
Figure 5.14 Detail of the main discharge valve assembly showing a gap volume between 
valve and the discharge orifice. 
 
 
Table 5.3 Calculations of oil volume being discharged at each cycle 
Oil 
Frequency 
[Hz] 
Volume of gap 
[cm3] 
Volume of oil 
discharged/cycle 
[cm3] 
PVE32 
40 
2.05e-2 
3.36E-03
50 4.64E-03
60 4.95E-03
POE120 
40 2.88E-03
50 4.69E-03
60 4.46E-03
 
In order to explore it more, a visualization study was carried in parallel to the 
experiments to determine OCR. 
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5.4. Fully Transparent Plenum Visualization 
From the startup images it becomes clear that there are two main modes of liquid 
atomization in the compressor, the first one is the burst of the liquid film that is between 
the valve and its seat and then there is the interplay between vapor shear and the 
geometric features of the discharge plenum design. In steady state operation however, there 
is much less liquid coming in from the system and inundation does not occur. As an 
example one can look at the image sequence in the vicinity of the valve during compressor 
operation at 40Hz, with PVE32 oil (see Fig. 5.15).  
 
 
      
         0ms                  0.49ms            0.86ms            1.85ms              5.17ms            25.83ms 
Figure 5.15 Opening sequence for discharge valve: note a cloud of small droplets that flows 
from the valve edge as the valve breaks open, that cloud is only noticeable for a very short 
period of time. 
 
At 0ms is the initial moment right before the valve starts to open, the next image 
shows the position of the valve at so called critical valve lift, or right before a droplet cloud 
or mist is seen being expelled from the gap between the valve and the seat, at 0.86ms the 
cloud is completely developed and approximately 1ms later the cloud had already been 
dissipated. After this moment no new cloud of droplets or significant number of drops is 
seen coming off of the discharge port. This indicates that the majority of droplets that leave 
the compressor are generated at this location. The next two images show the valve at its 
maximum lift and at the moment of closing. As an interesting point at this particular 
operating frequency, the valve closes for just a fraction of a millisecond, remaining open 
most of the time. It is recognizable that it is difficult to distinguish one picture from the 
other as still images, when played as a movie it becomes much clearer how the process 
described happens.  
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Since during the opening process it becomes clear that this initial cloud of droplets 
that is expelled from between the valve and its seat is the major contributor to the mass 
flow of oil coming from the compression chamber, more focus is directed on trying to 
characterize it. 
5.4.1. Valve opening cycle variance and drop cloud lifetime. 
Another piece of information that can be extracted from the videos is the valve 
cycling times. The overall cycle time showed very good agreement with the period 
calculated by the frequency set on the variable frequency drive. A few fractions of a ms 
were observed but that could be due to slip ratio in the motor and is not worth exploring it 
here.  
In order to extract information from the video, the Camera software Phantom V675 
was used. It allows for certain filters to be applied and also allows for measurements of 
distances and velocities in the frames and in between frames of the video.  
The filter chosen in the case of processing these videos was a sharpen filter which 
enhances the edges and sharpens transitions so it becomes easier to pinpoint features such 
as the edge of the valve or the edge of a droplet cloud in movement. 
With such tools it is possible to extract information about the valve lift, valve 
velocity and cycle period as shown by Zimmermann and Hrnjak (2014b). 
Figure 5.16 shows a sample sequence of images showing one cycle of opening and 
closing of the discharge valve with the compressor operating at 40Hz with PVE oil and 
viscosity 32 cSt.  
 
      
           0ms              0.49ms            0.86ms              1.85ms            5.17ms            25.83ms 
  
Figure 5.16 Opening sequence for discharge valve (same as 5.15) with identification of 
droplet cloud edge and valve edge. 
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By identifying the valve edge it is possible to watch the video frame by frame and 
determine when a droplet cloud starts to flow from underneath the valve, at that moment, 
by measuring the displacement of the valve edge it is possible to infer the order of 
magnitude of the valve lift so that the liquid film breaks and starts being atomized. The 
results will be further explored.  
Another result that can be extracted is the expansion velocity of the droplet cloud, 
and the time period for which the cloud can be noticed in the movie, and that can be 
compared to the total cycle time and the time for which the discharge valve remains open. 
The most interesting information from timing was the time which the droplet cloud 
took to disappear from the video. That time is shown on Figure 5.17 as a function of the 
operating frequency for both oils used. The uncertainty on the period can be taken as the 
same as the interval between frames of the video which in this case was ±123 µs. It can be 
seen that the higher the frequency the longer the droplet cloud lingered and that can be 
related to the fact that for higher frequencies, there is more oil in circulation. Also, since for 
POE120 the OCR was slightly lower that PVE32, the time that the cloud was seen was also 
shorter.  
 
 
Figure 5.17 Time that cloud is seen in the video decreases as frequency decreases as result 
of lower OCR. 
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Figure 5.18 also shows percentage of the open time of the valve that the droplet 
cloud takes to disappear. It can be seen that as the frequency increases the percentage time 
increases since both the time that it is noticeable increases and also the open period of the 
valve shortens.   
 
Figure 5.18 . Percentage time that cloud is seen relative to total valve open time. As 
frequency increases, the % time increases due to both shorter open time and also higher 
OCR (more oil mass to be expelled). 
 
5.4.2. Droplet cloud velocity 
A second piece of information can be extracted from the videos as mentioned before, 
the velocity at which the droplet cloud is expanding. This velocity has direct relationship 
with the initial droplet velocity into the discharge plenum and also with the vapor velocity 
flowing through the gap between valve and seat.  
Figure 5.19 shows the average over 5 cycles for the drop cloud velocity using PVE 32 
oil as a function of compressor frequency. As can be seen, very little difference on the values 
of the peak velocities is noticeable. However the shape of the profiles differs quite a bit 
between the three curves. This can be attributed to some measurement uncertainty in 
identifying the droplet cloud and differences in lighting from condition to condition. It is 
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known that for higher frequency it also translates into higher OCR, and therefore the 
videos become cloudier.  
 
Figure 5.19 Drop cloud velocity for PVE 32 oil 
 
Figure 5.20 Drop cloud velocity for POE 120 oil 
 
Even though some inaccuracy in the shape of the curves might be present the peak 
values are very much in line with the expected results given by well-established scroll 
compressor models. In order to make the comparison, the model proposed by Gomes and 
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Deschamps (2007) was used to first calculate the compression and discharge process and 
then the valve lift information and mass flow rate from the model were used to estimate the 
vapor velocity through the gap between the valve and the seat. The model parameters such 
suction temperature, top clearance and valve stiffness and natural frequency were adjusted 
to match the experiments for mass flow rate, discharge temperature and valve movement. 
In order to compare the two results from experiments and modeling, it was chosen to do the 
comparison with the valve lift at the same value as the experimentally determined valve lift 
at the peak velocity of the droplet cloud.  
Table 5.4 shows the valve lift used for the calculations. From these results, it is clear 
that a slip ratio very close to 1 is present in this flow being accelerated out of the valve into 
the discharge plenum. However it is also clear that in this case the experimental values are 
consistently higher than the model which could indicate that since the drop cloud velocity 
measurement uncertainty is ±0.84m/s, and also the built in operator error in analyzing the 
image, these values actually agree quite well.   
There could also be other factors such as the inability of the model to predict two 
characteristics observed during film breakup: pressure gradient acceleration of the oil film 
bursting from underneath the valve; and the initiation of vapor flow between the pillars of 
oil film that form during breakup which due to smaller flow area would case the 
experimental vapor flow to be much higher than what the model is able to predict.  
 
Table 5.4 : Experimental valve lift at peak cloud velocity for PVE32 oil and model 
calculated vapor velocity 
Frequency [Hz] 60 50 40 
Lift [mm] 0.803 0.855 0.649 
Measured Cloud velocity [m/s] 15.5 15.48 14.4 
Model Vapor velocity [m/s] 20.05 13.15 9.75 
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5.5. Conclusions 
 
For this particular compressor the hypothesis that the majority of the oil in 
circulation comes from the breakup of the oil film between valve and seat, which is later 
replenished, was tested. The hypothesis was analyzed by comparing the amount of oil 
discharge during each cycle and the oil amount that can be accumulated between the orifice 
and the valve. It was show that the holdup capacity of such volume is an order of 
magnitude greater than the amount of oil being discharged. To support this theory, a 
visualization study based on high speed video showed that at the very beginning of the 
opening process, a droplet cloud is expelled at high speed from the valve edge and this cloud 
lingers for a very short period of time, showing no evidence of continuous oil flow coming 
from the valve region.  
Although the same film breakup patterns as the preliminary experiments were not 
able to be identified in steady state operation, other important information is extracted 
from the videos, such as the presence of a fine cloud of droplets at the very beginning of the 
opening process and information about the velocity at which this cloud is expanding and the 
time which it remains visible as well as the indication of the critical valve lift at which the 
cloud is first noticed can be extracted and their behavior as a function of compressor 
operating frequency and oil viscosity was examined. 
It was found that the critical valve lift has no clear trend when it comes to influence 
of the compressor speed. This was a result of limitations in the special resolution of the 
image. The influence of oil viscosity was not measurable for this characteristic because of 
cloudiness in the image. 
Droplet cloud velocity reaches a peak at a certain valve lift and then starts to 
decline. There is limitation for how long the droplet cloud velocity is traceable since after 
some time there is no more boundary distinction in the image. When compared to a 
calculated expected vapor velocity based on a thermodynamic model of the compressor, the 
droplet cloud velocity showed good agreement, however a high expected experimental error 
might hide a trend on the slip ratio.  
The time that the droplet cloud is noticed on the video decreases as compressor 
frequency decreases, since OCR is also decreasing meaning that less oil mass will be 
discharge at each cycle.  
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Future work should include improvement on the droplet cloud edge detection to 
eliminate operator bias and also better spatial resolution, however the challenge in having 
better resolution is about the amount of light that can be brought in.  
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6. DROPLET SIZE AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
INSIDE COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE SPACE 
 
 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Oil in circulation in an air conditioning system is known to cause a reduction in heat 
transfer coefficient and increase in pressure drop in heat exchangers and connecting lines 
(DeAngelis and Hrnjak, 2005; Kim et al., 2010; Pehlivanoglu et al., 2010), as well as 
reducing the oil level inside the compressor crankcase. It is reported in the literature 
(Toyama et al., 2006) that OCR reduction plays a pivotal role in scroll compressors design 
applied in residential air conditioning. It is not uncommon to see OCR values in the 2-4% 
range, even though this work only achieved a maximum of 1.2%. 
In order to reduce the OCR of such systems by keeping the oil inside the compressor, 
separation strategies need to be ideally integrated into the discharge plenum of the 
compressor. Obtaining a good liquid separation requires knowledge of the liquid flow 
characteristics. 
One way of obtaining the two-phase flow characteristics is to investigate the developing 
flow at the discharge tube after it leaves the compressor (Wujek and Hrnjak, 2011). 
Previous studies show that the predominant flow regime is of the mist-annular type due to 
low liquid loading and high vapor velocities. Separation in a horizontal tube by letting the 
droplets deposit into the film has shown an asymptotic behavior when it comes to the 
reduction of the liquid flow in the form of droplets as the flow progresses down the tube. 
This happens due to the eventual balancing of the entrainment and deposition rates for the 
fully developed flow (Wujek and Hrnjak, 2011).  
External oil separators have been used for very long time in the refrigeration and air 
conditioning industry with quite success. However, in order to effectively separate the 
liquid from the vapor one should consider the following aspects: (i) volume required; (ii) 
allowable pressure drop; (iii) amount of refrigerant dissolved in the oil; 
The first aspect is related to the most simple separation mechanism one can think of: 
gravity. If gravitational settling is to be used as a separation mechanism, one should look 
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into the terminal velocity of the droplets to determine which maximum vapor velocity is 
allowed so that the droplets do not get carried away with the vapor. Such velocity is directly 
proportional to the droplet diameter and therefore the smaller the droplet the lower the 
velocity and the higher the volume. The volume that a gravitational separator can take is 
often times prohibitive. 
The second aspect refers to compact separators that might use obstacles or centrifugal 
forces to drive the droplets towards a wall and/or metal mesh, so they can be collected at a 
certain location and returned to the compressor. Such devices can partially solve the 
volume problem but they introduce pressure drop at the discharge line and that can, 
sometimes, be detrimental to the performance of the system. Pressure drop required is also 
a function of the droplet size, since smaller droplets present smaller Stokes number and 
have a tendency to follow the gaseous flow, they might not have enough inertia to be driven 
to the wall.  
The last aspect has to be taken into consideration whenever an oil-refrigerant mixture 
is miscible at the compressor discharge conditions. Seeton and Hrnjak (2009), show for 
several oil-refrigerant mixtures, that the refrigerant mass fraction dissolved into the oil on 
the high pressure side of a refrigeration system is the lowest right as it is being discharged 
from the compressor, since it is at its highest apparent superheat. As the mixture flows 
away from the compressor, it is cooled and more refrigerant is allowed to be absorbed into 
the oil, resulting in a loss in cooling capacity when that oil is directed back to the 
compressor crankcase, in this case a low pressure sump. Other locations on the system can 
present lower refrigerant concentration in the oil such as at the compressor suction and 
evaporator outlets.  
 
6.2. Optical characterization of mist flows 
6.2.1. Droplet size 
Hay et al. (1998), showed an improved method to determine particle sizes from digital 
images by finding that the best results were obtained when droplets were in focus. Given 
that it is possible to extract a sharp transition in pixel value in the image and determine 
the necessary gradient to identify the droplet interface. This removes the subjectivity of 
thresh holding methods that define a cutoff in pixel value in order to mask the image and 
identify particle edges. Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) built on this methodology and made it 
possible to characterize droplet sizes in the presence of a slow moving film on the walls of a 
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straight tube. Their technique took advantage of the fact that the droplets are moving much 
faster than the film so that when subtracting the average frame from all the frames in a 
video, only the droplets and the film wave features would remain. After that subtraction 
the frames can be shifted apart by the characteristic wave length of the waves and the wave 
velocity could be determined. Their method could be a very good fit for the visualization 
inside the compressor since oil film may be present on the inner surface of optical windows. 
 
6.2.2. Droplet velocity 
Optical methods for determining velocities of droplets are not new and have been around 
for quite some time. Adrian (1991) reports that particle tracking velocimetry methods (PTV) 
may have been first attempted in 1932. This method relies on the tracking of individual 
trajectories of particles in the flow to determine either the carrier flow streamlines, when 
the flow is artificially seeded or the particle trajectories themselves. One of the difficulties 
of such method is in the development of a search algorithm that will search for the 
identified particle in subsequent frames and correctly pick the particle position from the 
previous frame. Li et al. (2008) developed a robust algorithm to improve the search and 
particle when high input noise is present. 
Another very popular method for determining velocities of particles is PIV, where flows 
are usually artificially seeded with particles of a known size and in a very narrow size 
range. Such particle sizes are carefully chosen so that they easily follow the carrier phase 
flow.  Widely used in turbulence research, PIV was first reported in the late 1970’s by 
Dudderar and Simpkins (1977). Later, Prof. Adrian’s research group further developed the 
technique from the late 1980’s into the 1990’s (Adrian, 1986; Adrian, 1991; Keane and 
Adrian, 1992; Oakley et al., 1996;) and today is one of the most widely used techniques for 
determining flow fields experimentally. However traditional PIV methods rely on 
illumination by laser sheets and that is usually done without the presence of a wet surface 
between the laser and the camera. Wujek and Hrnjak (2011) have used PIV inspired image 
processing techniques after removing the film disturbances from the backlit image of their 
videos and were able to obtain the droplet velocities for a 1-D dominant flow in a horizontal 
tube.  
Other techniques such as PDA and LDV are also widely used in characterizing particle 
flows, however the presence of a wet surface of the viewing window causes these methods to 
fail and yield highly inaccurate results. 
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6.3. Facility for Experiments 
In this work, a typical scroll compressor for residential air conditioning applications, 
having 3 discharge valves, volumetric displacement of  57.36 cm3/rev, and a low pressure 
shell arrangement. The compressor was designed for operation at 50 Hz, however in this 
work a variable frequency drive was used to set the compressor operating frequency to the 
desired level.  
 
 
 
  
Figure 6.1 Facility for experiments 
 
A complete air conditioning system (see Fig. 6.1) is used to maintain desired pressure 
and temperature conditions at the suction and discharge of the compressor, as well as the 
necessary subcooling degree at the liquid line to allow for refrigerant and oil mixture 
sampling and determination of OCR according to ASHRAE Standard 41.4. A Coriolis type 
mass flow meter is used to measure mass flow rate and density. A manual and an electronic 
expansion valve are used to control flow rate and evaporator superheat.  
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The two heat exchangers of the complete system are mounted to open wind tunnels that 
are in turn located inside thermally insulated rooms. It is possible to perform heat balances 
in both rooms from the air side, refrigerant side and also from the heat gain/loss through 
the insulated walls. Air flow through both heat exchangers can be obtained from standard 
flow nozzles and measurements of temperature, absolute pressure and differential pressure 
across the nozzles. 
The compressor is located outside both the chambers for access for recording the images. 
 
6.4. Mist Characterization Results 
 
6.4.1. Visualization set up 
The installation of sight glasses on the compressor discharge cover was enough for 
qualitative studies of flow morphology but showed to be very limited when it comes to 
performing quantification of sizes and velocities inside the discharge plenum, especially 
close to the discharge valve, which is the main place of interest. In order to provide optical 
access to the discharge valve, and more importantly access of light, a transparent flange 
was specially manufactured to fit between the discharge cover and the compressor body. 
Inside the discharge plenum, a glass barrier was placed in order to remove interference of 
fine mist that was present between the transparent flange wall and the valve which is 
located in the center of the compressor. This glass barrier allowed for a cleaner medium 
between a plane about 5mm from the tip of the valve. Figure 6.2 shows pictures of the 
transparent part and the final assembly of the compressor with the transparent discharge. 
As can be seen also, the compressor has three discharge valves, being one main and two 
auxiliary valves that help avoid over compression. In this work, the two auxiliary valves 
where intentionally forced to be closed so focus of the visualization could be on the main 
valve. 
While recording the videos two types of lighting strategies where used. When 
recording videos of the discharge plenum, backlighting was used since it is the preferred 
mode for achieving good contrast and crisp images of the droplets. On the case of the valve, 
backlighting was not possible so front lighting was used. When using front lighting, instead 
of concentrating and absorbing the light, the droplets actually appear as a reflection, which 
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poses some challenge to the image processing procedure. 
 
 
  
  
 
Figure 6.2 Visualization setup: transparent flange and glass barrier to enhance optical 
access to the valve and sample images for the valve vicinity and the discharge plenum. 
 
6.4.2. Image processing 
For the videos that used backlighting the image processing procedure used was the 
same as Wujek and Hrnjak, 2011, which was in turn based on Hay et al., 1998. The 
procedure consists of first eliminating any noise by averaging the pixel values at each 
location on the image over the whole period of time of the video and subtracting it from 
each frame. After that first step is completed the processing code searches for peaks and 
valleys between frames and applies a cross-correlation to determine where the peaks and 
valleys coincide, this is used to remove the waviness of any liquid film that might be 
present on the walls. Once this clean image is present, then a thresholding process is 
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applied to the image in which the same is transformed into a binary matrix with a cut-off 
level determined by Otsu’s (1979) method of thresholding. Figure 6.3 shows both the raw 
image and a thresholded image after the manipulation and the droplets identified are 
represented by red circles.  
Once the images are thresholded, then MATLAB has a set of built in functions that 
once called can identify, label and determine properties of white areas in the image such as 
centroid coordinates, perimeter, area, equivalent diameter, minor axis, major axis. The code 
then applies a maximum derivative approach to identify the droplets in the raw image, by 
going back to the original clean image and looking at the slope of the sharpest change in 
pixel values along the horizontal and vertical axis of the identified droplet. A minimum 
slope criterion is then applied to discard droplets that might not be in focus. Other criteria 
such as aspect ratio of the major and minor axis, the region being darker than the average 
surrounding pixels are also applied to discard possible false droplet or droplets which 
dimensions cannot be identified with desired accuracy. 
 
          
 
Figure 6.3 Raw and thresholded frame of a visualization movie: the red circles represent 
identified droplets, some are clearly not identified since they are out of the focal plane. 
 
For the videos with front lighting one of the first tasks to be done is to invert the 
pixel values with respect to the midpoint between black and white and then what was once 
dark becomes and light and vice versa. This makes it easier for the processing algorithm. In 
this case also, since there is a moving part on the video, it does not make sense to have an 
average frame since it would make it lose information wherever the valve passes by. 
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The uncertainty associated with these methods can be found well documented in 
Hay et al., 1998 and the limiting factor was cited to be the pixel width of the camera sensor 
for these types of flows. In their work Hay et al. (1998) estimated the uncertainty in their 
method to be ± ½ a pixel width. The pixel width is a function of the magnification and the 
size of the pixel array of the camera. In this work the sensor array consists of 512 x 512 
pixels and the resulting pixel widths were 51.5 µm for the valve videos and 21.47 µm for the 
plenum videos, resulting in ±25.75 µm and ±10.73 m. Considering that the minimum drop 
size identifiable was set to two pixels in width it is possible to determine that the maximum 
uncertainty for the histograms is ±25% for the smallest droplet. The relative uncertainty 
gets lower than 10% at about a droplet size of two and a half times the minimum 
identifiable droplet which is what Hay et al. (1998) had taken as an acceptable inaccuracy. 
 
6.4.3. Test conditions 
The testing conditions were determined to provide the most realistic operation under air 
conditioning conditions, while assuring the safety of the experiment and operators by 
keeping the discharge pressure and temperature levels low enough o avoid failure of the 
transparent part. Two levels of oil viscosity grade were used, 32 cSt and 120 cSt. Since not 
much difference was observed in the results a third level in between was not considered. 
The compressor operating frequency was varied from 30 Hz to 60 Hz while pressure ratio 
and pressure levels were kept relatively close so the only change would be the refrigerant 
mass flow rate and the OCR as a result of more or less oil pumping in the crankcase. OCR 
was determined using sampling according to ASHRAE 41.4 Standard and gravimetric 
methods that lead to the maximum absolute uncertainty to be ±0.2%. Table 1 shows the 
testing conditions and the measured values for the pertinent variables. Temperature 
measurements carry an uncertainty of ±0.25°C, and pressure measurements are accurate to 
±0.25%,  mass flow rate carry uncertainty of ±0.5%FS. All experiments were performed 
using R134a as the refrigerant. 
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Table 6.1 Test conditions for oil mist characterization 
 
Oil 
Viscosity 
[cSt] 
Frequency 
[Hz] 
Mass 
flow 
rate 
[g/s] 
Psuc 
[kPa] 
Pdisch 
[kPa] 
r 
[-] 
Tsh 
[K] 
Tdisch
[°C] 
OCR 
[%] 
PVE 32 
30 16.70 337.92 906.76 2.68 21.3 77.96 <0.2 
40 20.74 309.72 954.45 3.08 22.95 77.12 0.6 
50 21.88 312.74 960.95 3.07 24.32 81.06 0.98 
60 23.50 315.30 987.20 3.13 24.59 88.69 1.17 
POE 120 
30 17.25 339.48 832.56 2.45 23.37 72.72 <0.2 
40 19.88 311.79 887.57 2.84 26.52 74.70 0.55 
50 23.72 309.93 906.68 2.92 26.51 82.23 0.94 
60 24.94 309.24 935.94 3.02 26.09 88.21 1.02 
 
From the steady state videos it is also possible to extract size information in some cases. 
But images obtained from this experiment cannot be directly processed by the method of 
Wujek and Hrnjak (2011). In order for their method to work, the image needs to have a 
white saturated background and then liquid interfaces have to show as dark regions. This 
is perfectly obtained with backlighting, which was their case and it is the case of the open 
discharge compressor experiments. However in the case where direct backlighting is not 
possible, with light coming in at different angles a sharp contrast is not possible due to the 
mix of light reflection and absorption by the flow and geometric features of the discharge 
plenum. In order to enhance the edges or sharpen the image, an image adjustment function 
is implemented in MATLAB such that the resulting image will have 1% of the grayscale 
values saturated at the low and high intensities of the original image. This enhances the 
contrast of the image. After such adjustment, an inversion in the values with respect to the 
average pixel value is done so light regions appear now dark and dark regions appear light. 
This allows the image to be processed by Wujek and Hrnjak’s processing technique. The 
result of this image manipulation can be seen on Figure 6.4.  
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 (a) (b) 
Figure 6.4 Original (a) and adjusted (b) image for droplet size and velocity processing. 
 
In this video the compressor was running at 50Hz, discharge pressure was 889kPa, 
discharge temperature was 78°C, mass flow rate was 24.4g/s and OCR was 1.0%. The 
resulting mass droplet size distribution is shown on figure 6.5. In this case the volume 
mean diameter was determined to be 231 µm but there is strong video evidence that there 
might be a great number of droplets in the sub 90µm range that can play a significant role 
in the mass distribution. This video evidence can be noticed as a cloud of droplets in which 
particles are less than two pixels in size as seen on the previous chapter. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Droplet size distribution for the conditions shown inside the compressor. 
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6.4.4. Drop size distribution at valve vicinity 
 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the droplet size distribution histograms for two oil viscosity 
grades as a function of compressor operating frequency. All charts show a trend that as 
frequency increases so does the contribution of the drops with smaller diameters to the total 
mass in the drop form. This is expected since as frequency increases, so does the mass flow 
rate and velocity at the discharge orifice, which is responsible for the breakup or 
atomization of the liquid film between reed valve and seat. 
 
  
30Hz 40Hz 
  
50Hz 60Hz 
 
Figure 6.6 Droplet size distribution functions for PVE32 oil: smaller droplets as compressor 
frequency increases. 
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Another way of characterizing a misty flow is by computing several different mean 
diameters that can characterize a certain histogram. Commonly used means can be the 
number mean, which only takes into account how many drops are grouped at a certain 
diameter, or also more meaningful means such as the volume mean which directly 
correlates to where the mass of the distribution can be found. There are other types of mean 
such as the Sauter mean diameter which is obtained by means of a ratio between surface 
forces (i.e. drag) and volumetric forces (i.e. gravity) which in this case have an importance 
on the separation mechanisms that could be used. Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of both 
means for the two viscosities as a function of operating frequency.  
  
30Hz 40Hz 
  
50Hz 60Hz 
 
Figure 6.7 Droplet size distribution functions for POE120 oil 
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Figure 6.8 Volume mean diameter and Sauter mean diameter for the valve location 
 
The noteworthy fact in this comparison is that there is not much difference, or the 
methods were not able to capture, in the mean diameters at different viscosities. Higher 
viscosity oil tends to generate slightly larger droplets, which is also expected, since viscosity 
acts as a retardant factor in onset of atomization. 
 
6.4.5. Drop size inside discharge plenum  
Similar drop size distribution functions or histograms can be obtained for the location in 
the middle of the discharge plenum and are reported in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The final 
Volume mean and Sauter mean diameters are reported in Figure 6.11.  
It is very easy to note that due to the fact that back lighting is being employed a better 
spatial resolution could be obtained by using a microscope type lens. This way it was 
possible to resolve to droplets as small as 40µm.  
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30Hz 40Hz 
50Hz 60Hz 
 
Figure 6.9 Droplet size distribution functions at discharge plenum for PVE32 oil 
 
The trend here observed is that the drop mean diameter actually increase with the 
operating frequency, which seems counter intuitive. However by diligently looking at the 
videos it is possible to note that periodically a few very large diameter drops will come into 
the viewing area. It is suspected that these drops are a result of the detachment of  larger 
volumes of liquid film that are on the ceiling of the discharge plenum cover, therefore even 
if only a few of these drops are present, the distribution can be skewed towards larger 
diameters since the volume increases with the third power of the diameter. Figure 6.12 
shows two instances where a large number of small drops are seen together with a few 
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larger drops. The discrepancy is especially more pronounced at larger frequencies and at 
lower viscosity since it is easier for the liquid to detach from the walls.  
30Hz 40Hz 
50Hz 60Hz 
 
Figure 6.10 Droplet size distribution functions at discharge plenum for POE120 oil 
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Figure 6.11 Volume mean diameter and Sauter mean diameter for the discharge plenum 
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Figure 6.12 Frame from the videos for the 50Hz and 60Hz operations showing unusually 
large droplets dripping from the top walls of the discharge cover, picture dimensions are 
8.63mm x 4.31mm. 
 
6.4.6. Droplet speed 
Due to the predominantly three-dimensional nature of the flow at the vicinity of the 
valve and also in the plenum, and limitations on the number of cameras utilized, only a 2-D 
flow field can be determined for the locations in which videos were taken. The velocities at 
the vicinity of the valve were already explored in chapter 5. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the 
velocity distributions for both oil viscosities investigated. It can be seen that the higher the 
compressor speed there is a shift in the peak speed distribution towards higher values. Also 
by comparing the two charts it is possible to see that for the higher viscosity oil the peak in 
speed distribution is at a lower value.  
It is also worth to say that the bulk direction of the flow observed in the videos is 
mainly downwards in a mix of motion dominated by settlement of larger droplets and also 
the bulk movement of the vapor being downwards since the inlet to the discharge tube 
going to the condenser is at a lower level than where the video was captured. 
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Figure 6.13 Drop speed distribution in the plenum for PVE32 oil at different compressor 
speeds 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Drop speed distribution in the plenum for POE120 oil at different compressor 
speeds 
6.5. Summary and Conclusions  
In summary, in the present chapter: 
 A fully transparent discharge plenum was built and installed successfully in a scroll 
compressor for residential A/C.  
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 For the first time it was possible to observe and obtain quantification of the oil flow 
during the discharge process in a scroll compressor. 
 It was found through visualization that the atomization process of the oil film 
happens very quickly over the opening of the valve and that it most likely is the 
major source of small droplets inside the compressor.  
 In the vicinity of the valve, as the compressor operating frequency rises, the drop 
size distribution gets skewed towards smaller drops and there is strong indication 
that those are much smaller than 100µm. 
 Droplets much smaller than 100 µm but larger than 40 µm are found in the 
compressor plenum but the dripping of liquid from the plenum cover generates very 
large drops that interfere with the expected trend of seeing more smaller droplets as 
the frequency increases.  
 Viscosity plays a role on the volumetric and Sauter mean diameter but it was not 
dramatic, even with an increase in viscosity grade of 375%. 
 Due to higher flow rates, it can be seen from the droplet speed histograms that as 
the compressor speeds increase, so does a shift in the peak of speed distribution.  
 Higher viscosity oil POE 120 has a slightly lower droplet speed compared to PVE32 
oil.  
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APPENDIX A – EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
 
This appendix is a summary of the experimental conditions that were maintained during 
recording of high speed videos for characterization of the mist flow in several different types 
of experiments.  
Table A.1 Experimental conditions for developing flow in inclined tube. 
Variable Effect of Mass flux Effect of OCR Effect of Angle 
G [kg/m2.s] 189 524 678 568 524 562 524 562 
OCR[%] 2.1 2.52 2.8 0.43 2.52 2.5 2.52 2.5 
Angle [°] 16.41 16.41 16.41 16.41 16.41 5.50 16.41 11.07 
 
Table A.2 Experimental conditions for oil mist characterization inside compressor 
Oil 
Viscosity 
[cSt] 
Frequency 
[Hz] 
Mass 
flow 
rate 
[g/s] 
Psuc 
[kPa] 
Pdisch 
[kPa] 
r 
[-] 
Tsh 
[K] 
Tdisch
[°C] 
OCR 
[%] 
PVE 32 
30 16.70 337.92 906.76 2.68 21.3 77.96 <0.2 
40 20.74 309.72 954.45 3.08 22.95 77.12 0.6 
50 21.88 312.74 960.95 3.07 24.32 81.06 0.98 
60 23.50 315.30 987.20 3.13 24.59 88.69 1.17 
POE 120 
30 17.25 339.48 832.56 2.45 23.37 72.72 <0.2 
40 19.88 311.79 887.57 2.84 26.52 74.70 0.55 
50 23.72 309.93 906.68 2.92 26.51 82.23 0.94 
60 24.94 309.24 935.94 3.02 26.09 88.21 1.02 
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APPENDIX B – SCROLL COMPRESSOR MODEL 
OVERVIEW 
 
 This appendix provides an overview of the scroll compressor model used to estimate 
the vapor velocity at the critical valve lift identified on the videos reported in Chapters 5 
and 6. The program to run the model was obtained through collaboration with the author of 
Gomes, A. R., 2006 and the inputs were changed to match the geometric and operational 
characteristics of the prototype compressor under study.  
 Many of the figures and equations, as well as explanations in this appendix heavily 
relies on the text published by Gomes, 2006. This is by no means an attempt to claim that 
the model was developed of conceptualized by the author. 
 In order to understand the modeling of the scroll compression mechanism consider 
first figure B.1 which provides a schematic view. 
 
Figure B.1 Scroll compression mechanism (Gomes, 2006) 
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 Figure B.2 Scroll compression mechanism (left) geometry;  (right) compression 
volumes. (Gomes, 2006). 
 
 
Figure B.3 Scroll compression mechanism (left) end of last compression chamber;  (right) 
beginning of discharge. (Gomes, 2006) 
 
The main equations used in the model particular to this mechanism refer to the 
variation of the volume of  the compression chamber with the revolving angle of the shaft 
for a finite amount of fluid entering the suction chamber.  
According to Puff (1990), the volume of the compression chamber is given by: 
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  

  
 122)( itPPhVi
 
(B.1)
where, h is the scroll height, P(=2a) is the pitch of the evolving scroll, t (=2a) is the 
thickness of the scroll is the initial evolving angle, a is the radius of base circle,  is the 
angle of the driving shaft. Different compression volumes identified by index i, varying from 
2 up to Ncham.  
Equation B.1 is valid for  20   for all chambers except for the last chamber in which 
two equations are necessary: 
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(B.3)
for  2disch , where disch is the discharge angle. 
The same way the discharge volume has two equations: 
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(B.4)
For disch 0 , and 
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(B.5)
for  2disch , where s and s’ correspond to the intersection areas between the two base 
circles and the remaining area from the beginning of the scroll (Morishita et al., 1984). It 
can be seen that Equations B.3 and B.5 are the same after the merging of the two 
chambers. 
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According to Zhenquan et al. (1996), the suction chamber volume can be considered 
constant over the entire compression process (0 < < 360o). therefore: 
  122  NtPPhVV dischsuc 
 
(B.6)
Equation B.6 also represents the displaced volume by the compressor. 
The thermodynamic process of compression is considered as a polytropic process and 
follows equation B.7. 
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(B.7)
 Using the suction condition as the initial condition and applying mass conservation 
it can be shown that the pressure at each instant i is equal to: 
k
isuc
i
suci V
mpp 


   
(B.8)
 Therefore temperature can also be obtained. 
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(B.9)
 Several other assumptions are made for determining leaks between compression 
chambers and also the valve dynamics, however it was chosen not to detail it in this 
appendix.  
Therefore it is interesting to show some results for the compressor under study.  
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For this compressor the following characteristics where measured: 
N 2 
P 19.66mm 
a 3.13mm 
h 23.7mm 
t 3.32mm 
alpha 750 degrees 
gamma 15 degrees 
 
For R134a refrigerant that was used in the experiments the polytropic coefficient is 
about 1.07.  
Figures B.4 through B7.show volume, pressure, temperature and mass evolution for 
a finite amount of refrigerant admitted to the compression chamber as a function of driving 
shaft angle. The modeled condition is listed on table B.1.  
Table B.1 Conditions for example run of scroll compressor model. 
Oil 
Viscosity 
[cSt] 
Frequency 
[Hz] 
Mass 
flow 
rate 
[g/s] 
Psuc 
[kPa] 
Pdisch 
[kPa] 
r 
[-] 
Tsh 
[K] 
Tdisch
[°C] 
OCR 
[%] 
PVE 32 60 23.50 315.30 987.20 3.13 24.59 88.69 1.17 
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Figure B.4 Model results for volume as a function of shaft angle for the compressor 
under study under experimental condition.  
 
 
 
Figure B.5 Model results for pressure as a function of shaft angle for the compressor 
under study under experimental condition. 
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Figure B.6 Model results for temperature as a function of shaft angle for the 
compressor under study under experimental condition. 
 
Figure B.7 Model results for mass as a function of shaft angle for the compressor under 
study under experimental condition. 
 
From the model results it is possible to obtain the valve displacement as a function 
of the shaft angle. The results are shown on figure B.8 in conjunction with the measured 
valve lift for the same conditions.  
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Figure B.8 Model vs experimental results for discharge valve displacement as a function of 
shaft angle for the compressor under study under experimental condition. 
 
 With the valve lift it is possible to calculate the surface area that is available for the 
refrigerant to flow between the valve and the valve seat. That information together with 
the mass flow rate through the discharge orifice, it is possible to determine the type of data 
shown on table 5.4.  
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APPENDIX C – VIDEO PROCESSING MATLAB CODE 
 
 
 
This appendix provides the source code utilized to process the raw videos and determine 
droplet sizes and velocities. The code was originally developed by Dr. Scott S. Wujek, a 
former ACRC student and then modified to better fit the characteristics of the flow in a 
plenum and through front line for the vicinity of the valve. The main source code 
(‘cinetofilefinal.m’) and the function called “invert” (‘invert.m’)are the parts of  the code 
reported here. Other functions of the code can be found at Wujek, and Hrnjak, 2011. 
 
‘Cinetofilefinal.m’: 
%% Cinefiletofinal.m 
% This program goes from the raw .cin files given by the high speed camera 
% all the way through final numerical data on droplet size, velocity, film 
% wavelength, film speed, etc.  It also produces videos and figures which can 
be used in 
% presentations and papers. 
  
%%  clear variables and initialize defaults, save defaults 
clear all; 
close all; 
%set defualts 
set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',14); 
iptsetpref('ImshowBorder','tight') 
  
warning off MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet 
warning off stats:gmdistribution:FailedToConverge 
  
rotangle=0;  %rotation angle used for wave elimination 
requiredslope=7; %slope required in pixel value at drop edge to be counted 
and measured 
% default parameter values 
mindropsize=2; 
maxdropletdiameter=1000; %maximum droplet diameter for use in histograms 
maxspeed=10; %max speed for use in histograms 
  
scale=22.47; %micrometers per pixel 
% scale=9250/429; %macro lens with extension tube 
speedbinspacing=.75; %spacing of individual bins for use in histograms 
dropsizebinspacing=scale/2; %spacing of individual bins for use in histograms 
% radius=25; %pixel radius for sorting out data clusters 
% clustermax=5; %maximum number of allowed droplets not to be counted as 
cluster 
  
D=6.35E-3; 
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%% file/directory stuff 
filepath=input('Please enter the path of the cin files:  ', 's'); 
%filepath='C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\temp\matlabtest'; 
fileinfo=dir(strcat(filepath, '\*.cin')); 
cd(filepath) 
for i=1:size(fileinfo,1) 
    fileinfo(i).name=strtok(fileinfo(i).name, '.'); 
end 
clear i 
filenames=strvcat(fileinfo.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
clear fileinfo 
  
%%  Scale info 
lowmagfilenum=zeros(size(filenames,1),1); 
highfpsfilenum=zeros(size(filenames,1),1); 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    lowmagfilenum(filenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(filenames(filenum,:), 
'lowmag'))==0); 
    highfpsfilenum(filenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(filenames(filenum,:), 
'highfps'))==0); 
end 
  
  
%% User inputs 
%present option to crop movie? 
%droplet velocity determination option 
velguess=[-10, -10]; 
save('velguess', 'velguess') 
rho_f=900;  %liquid density in kg/m^3 
option=1; 
% inclined=input('Please enter if tube was inclined (y=1, n=0):  '); 
% if inclined==1 
% angleimrot=input('Please enter tube inclination angle to rotate image (- 
clockwise, + count.clockwise):  '); 
% else 
%     angleimrot=0; 
% end 
tic 
  
%% cinfile conversion process 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 1 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
filenames2=[]; 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    if exist(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), 's1 images'), 'dir')==0 
        %the following program includes saving internally 
        [cinframes, avgcinframe, newfilenames, 
framerate]=readcinwritematrixaugusto(filepath, filenames(filenum,:)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
        filenames2=strvcat(filenames2, newfilenames); %#ok<VCAT> 
    else 
        filesubset=dir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:),'*images')); 
        filesubset=strvcat(filesubset.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
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        for row=1:size(filesubset,1) 
            temp=strtok(filesubset(row,:)); 
            filenames2=strvcat(filenames2,temp); %#ok<VCAT> 
        end 
        clear temp 
    end 
end 
clear cinframes 
clear avgcinframe 
clear framerate 
  
%% Wave elimination, find droplets, droplet size determination 
%probably should be separated, need to add wavelength and wave speed outputs 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 2 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
     if (exist('mindifframe6.mat','file')+exist('statsummary.mat', 
'file'))~=4 
        save('defaults', 'rotangle', 'requiredslope', 'mindropsize', 
'maxdropletdiameter', 'maxspeed', 'scale') 
        load cinframes 
        load avgcinframe 
        %mindifframe6 is final improved version of frame 
        %statsummary presents info on droplet size 
        %statsummary columns 
        %col 1: frame # 
        %col 2: region # 
        %col 3: BWbigregionnumber 
        %col 4: x Centroid 
        %col 5: y Centroid 
        %col 6: Perimeter 
        %col 7: Equivalent Diameter 
        %col 8: Area 
        %col 9:12: BoundingBox terms 
        %col 13: areamean pixel value 
        %col 14: areameannorm pixel value 
        %col 15: areameanmindifframe6 pixel value 
        %col 16: comparison 
        %col 17: comparisonnorm 
        %col 18: comparisonmindifframe6 
        %col 19: aspect ratio (MajorAxisLength/MinorAxisLength) 
        %         [mindifframe6, 
statsummary]=filmelimination(cinframes(:,:,1:250), avgcinframe); 
         
       % [mindifframe6, shiftrot]=filmelimination3(cinframes, avgcinframe, 
rotangle); 
        mindifframe6=cinframes; 
%         im3=cinframes 
%         im4=mindifframe6 
        %save('shiftrot', 'shiftrot') 
        %clear shiftrot 
        %making dark regions light and light regions dark for sake of 
        %processing 
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         [mindifframe6, cinframes]=invert(mindifframe6, cinframes); 
%         Comment by Augusto on 3/21 to test Thresholding technique 
         
        [statsummary]=dropletdetectaugusto(cinframes, avgcinframe, 
mindifframe6); 
         
        %Hanratty inspired droplet size determination 
        dropdiameter = find_d2(statsummary, mindifframe6, requiredslope); 
        %col 20: horizontal "diameter" using hanratty method 
        %col 21: vertical "diameter" using hanratty method 
        statsummary=[statsummary,dropdiameter]; %#ok<AGROW,NASGU> 
        save('statsummary', 'statsummary') 
        
     end 
end 
clear statsummary 
clear mindifframe6 
clear cinframes 
clear avgcinframe 
% clear dropdiameter 
  
%Section commented by Augusto on 5/20/13 for compressor analysis - no film 
%is on the wall 
%%  Wavelength determination 
%time=clock; 
% disp(['Began step 2.5 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
% for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
%     cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
%     if exist('wavelength.mat','file')==0 
%         if exist('movtimeavgnormal.mat', 'file')==0 
%             load cinframes 
%             cinframes=int16(cinframes); 
%             load avgcinframe 
%             avgcinframe=int16(avgcinframe); 
%             normalized = int8(cinframes-repmat(avgcinframe, 
[1,1,size(cinframes,3)])); 
%             clear cinframes 
%             clear avgcinframe 
%             movtimeavgnormal=zeros(size(normalized,1), size(normalized,2), 
size(normalized,3)-2, 'int8'); 
%             for frame=3:size(normalized,3)-2 
%                 movtimeavgnormal(:, :, frame)=(int8(sum(normalized(:, :, 
frame-2:frame+2),3))-normalized(:,:,frame))./4; 
%             end 
%             save('movtimeavgnormal', 'movtimeavgnormal') 
%         else 
%             load movtimeavgnormal 
%         end 
%         wavelength=determinewavelength(movtimeavgnormal); 
%         save('wavelength',  'wavelength') 
%     else 
%          
%          
%          
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%     end 
% end 
%  
%%  Droplet velocity determination 
%2 options one for high and one for low 
%droplet densities... currently just runs high droplet density code 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 3 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
     
     
     
    if option==2 
        if exist('FlowDir.mat', 'file')==0 
            load mindifframe6 
            %high droplet density constants 
            vertsec=12; 
            horzsec=12; 
            padsize=2; 
            Xvelextreme=30; 
            Yvelextreme=10; 
            FlowDir=highdropletdensityvelocityfun(mindifframe6, vertsec, 
horzsec, velguess(1), velguess(2), padsize, Xvelextreme, Yvelextreme); 
            save('FlowDir', 'FlowDir') 
            clear vertsec 
            clear horzsec 
            clear padsize 
            clear Xvelextreme 
            clear Yvelextreme 
        end 
    elseif option==1 
        if exist('velocity.mat', 'file')==0; 
            load mindifframe6 
            load statsummary 
            ISradius=[50,10]; 
            if size(statsummary,2)>20000 
                statsummary(15000:end, :)=[]; 
            end 
            [velocity]=lowdropletdensityvelocityfun(mindifframe6, 
statsummary, velguess, ISradius); 
            save('velocity', 'velocity') 
            clear statsummary 
            clear ISradius 
            clear velocity 
        end 
    end 
    clear mindifframe6 
end 
  
  
% %% movie maker function 
% time=clock; 
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% disp(['Began step 4 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
% for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
%     cd(filepath) 
%     if option==1 
%  
%         filesubset=dir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:),'* images')); 
%         filesubset=strvcat(filesubset.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
%  
%         if exist(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), '.avi'), 'file')~=2 
%             mov=avifile(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), '.avi'), 
'compression', 'none', 'fps', 5); %#ok<TNMLP> 
%  
%             for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
%  
%  
%                 %cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' 
images')) 
%                 cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
%  
%                 load cinframes.mat 
%                 load mindifframe6 
%                 load velocity 
%                 load statsummary 
%                 %figure('Position', [50 50 size(cinframes,2)*2 
size(cinframes,1)]) 
%                 if length(velocity)>1 
%                     for i=4:max(velocity(:,7)) 
%  
%                         figure('Position', [50 50 size(cinframes,2)*2 
size(cinframes,1)]) 
%                         subplot('Position', [.5+((size(cinframes,2)-
size(mindifframe6,2))/2)/size(cinframes,2) ((size(cinframes,1)-
size(mindifframe6,1))/2)/size(cinframes,1) 
size(mindifframe6,2)/size(cinframes,2)-0.5 
size(mindifframe6,1)/size(cinframes,1)]) 
%                         imshow(uint8(mindifframe6(:,:,i)+128)) 
%                         hold on 
%  
%                         for j=1:size(velocity,1) 
%                             if velocity(j,7)==i 
%                                 plot([velocity(j,2), 
velocity(j,2)+velocity(j,9)], [velocity(j,3), velocity(j,3)-velocity(j,10)]) 
%                             end 
%                         end 
%                         subplot('Position', [0 0 .5 1]) 
%  
%                         imshow(uint8(cinframes(:,:,i))) 
%                         hold on 
%                         if subsetnum==1; 
%                             framenum=i; 
%                         else 
%                             framenum=i+(subsetnum-1)*500; 
%                         end 
%                         text(10,10,['Frame' num2str(framenum)], 'Color', [1 
0 0]) 
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%                         dropindex=find(statsummary(:,1)==i); 
%                         for dropnum=1:length(dropindex) 
%                             [x,y]=cylinder(statsummary(dropindex(dropnum), 
6)/(2*pi), 40); 
%                             plot(x+statsummary(dropindex(dropnum),4), 
y+statsummary(dropindex(dropnum),5), 'r') 
%                         end 
%  
%  
%  
%                         F=getframe(1); 
%                         close 1 
%                         mov=addframe(mov, F); 
%                         clear F 
%                     end 
%                 end 
%                 clear i 
%                 clear j 
%                 clear vel1 
%                 clear velrange 
%                 clear cinframes 
%                 clear mindifframe6 
%                 clear velocity 
%             end 
%             mov=close(mov); %#ok<NASGU> 
%         end 
%     end 
% end 
% clear mov 
  
  
%% convert to physical units and combine from subvideos 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 5 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    if exist(strcat(filepath, '\',filenames(filenum,:), ' stats'), 'dir')==0 
        mkdir(strcat(filepath, '\',filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')); 
    end 
     
    cd(filepath) 
    filesubset=dir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:),'* images')); 
    filesubset=strvcat(filesubset.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
     
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(1,:))) 
    load framerate 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats\framerate'), 
'framerate') 
     
    sstemp2=[]; 
    for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
         
        cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
        %convert droplet data to real units 
        load statsummary 
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        %drop data real units 
        %col 1: frame # 
        %col 2: region # 
        %col 3: x Centroid 
        %col 4: y Centroid 
        %col 5: Perimeter 
        %col 6: Equivalent Diameter 
        %col 7: Area (in image) 
        %col 8: horizontal diameter from Hanratty method 
        %col 9: vertical diameter from Hanratty method 
        sstemp=statsummary; 
        sstemp(:,1)=sstemp(:,1)+(subsetnum-1)*2000; 
        sstemp2=[sstemp2;sstemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
    statsummary=sstemp2; 
    clear sstemp 
    clear sstemp2 
    dropdatarealunits=statsummary(:, [1:2, 4:8, 20:21]).*repmat([1, 1, scale, 
scale, scale, scale, scale^2, scale, scale], [size(statsummary,1), 1]); 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\dropdatarealunits'), 'dropdatarealunits') 
    clear statsummary 
%Section commented by Augusto on 5/20/13 for compressor analysis - no film 
%is on the wall 
   
%     load framerate 
%     srtemp2=[]; 
%     for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
%          
%         cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
%         %film speed in m/s 
%         %while this number is calculated for all videos, it may not always 
be 
%         %relevant (ie dry tube walls) 
%         load shiftrot 
%         if subsetnum==1 
%             srtemp=shiftrot(:, 1:end-1); 
%         else 
%             srtemp=shiftrot(:, 3:end-1); 
%         end 
%         srtemp2=[srtemp2,srtemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
%     end 
%     shiftrot=srtemp2; 
%     clear srtemp 
%     clear srtemp2 
%     filmspeedrealunits=shiftrot*framerate*scale/1000000; %#ok<NASGU> 
%     save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\filmspeedrealunits'), 'filmspeedrealunits') 
%     clear shiftrot 
%     clear filmspeedrealunits 
%      
%     wltemp2=[]; 
%     for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
%         cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
%         load wavelength 
%         if subsetnum==1 
%             wltemp=nanmean(wavelength(:, 1:end-3)); 
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%         else 
%             wltemp=nanmean(wavelength(:,3:end-1)); 
%         end 
%         wltemp2=[wltemp2, wltemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
%     end 
%     wavelengthrealunits=wltemp2*scale; %#ok<NASGU> 
%     clear wltemp 
%     clear wltemp2 
%     save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\wavelengthrealunits'), 'wavelengthrealunits') 
%     clear wavelength 
%     clear wavelengthrealunits 
     
    clear velrows 
    if option==2 
        %option 2 untested 
        load FlowDir 
        FlowDirrealunits=FlowDir; 
        clear FlowDir        %creates tiled matrix of velocities in m/s for 
each region area of the frame 
        %each region has 3 numbers arranged vertically: intensity of 
        %correlation, horizontal speed, vertical speed 
        %pixel displacement->m/s 
        scaling=repmat([1; scale*framerate/1000; 
scale*framerate/1000],[size(FlowDirrealunits,1)/3, 
size(FlowDirrealunits,2)]); 
        %creates tiled matrix of velocities in m/s for each region area of 
the frame 
        %each region has 3 numbers arranged vertically: intensity of 
        %correlation, horizontal speed, vertical speed 
        FlowDirrealunits=FlowDirrealunits.*scaling; 
        save('FlowDirrealunits', 'FlowDirrealunits') 
        clear scaling 
        clear FlowDirrealunits 
    elseif option==1 
        vtemp2=[]; 
        for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
            load velocity 
            %velocity matrix    ->  velocity real units 
            %col 1: drop # 
            %col 2: x position pixels->um 
            %col 3: y position pixels->um 
            %col 4: drop perimeter pixels->um 
            %col 5: drop radius pixels->um 
            %col 6: drop area pixels^2->(um)^2 
            %col 7: relative time 
            %col 8: path notation 
            %col 9: x displacement pixels/frame->m/s 
            %col 10: y displacement pixels/frame->m/s 
            vtemp=velocity; 
            if size(velocity,1)>0 
                vtemp(:,7)=vtemp(:,7)+(subsetnum-1)*1000; 
                vtemp2=[vtemp2;vtemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
        end 
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        velocityrealunits=vtemp2; 
        clear vtemp 
        clear vtemp2 
        clear velocity 
        if isempty(velocityrealunits)==0 
            
velocityrealunits(:,[2:5,7,9:10])=[velocityrealunits(:,2:4)*scale, 
velocityrealunits(:,5)*scale^2, velocityrealunits(:,7)/framerate, 
velocityrealunits(:,9:10)*scale*framerate/1000000]; 
        end 
        save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\velocityrealunits'), 'velocityrealunits') 
        clear velocityrealunits 
    end 
    clear Framerate 
end 
  
%% statistics/histograms function 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 6 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')) 
     
    %% size related 
    load dropdatarealunits 
%    load filmspeedrealunits 
    %create histogram of overall droplet sizes 
    dropsizeedges=0:dropsizebinspacing:maxdropletdiameter; 
    dropsizehist=histc(dropdatarealunits(:,6), dropsizeedges); 
    dropsizehisthanratty=[histc(dropdatarealunits(:,8), 
dropsizeedges),histc(dropdatarealunits(:,9), dropsizeedges)] ; 
    %     %create histogram of size 
    %     
lastnonzero=max([find(dropsizehist);find(dropsizehisthanratty(:,1));find(drop
sizehisthanratty(:,2))]); 
    %     %raw numbers 
    %     figure(1) 
    %     bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), [dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehisthanratty((1:lastnonzero),:)]) 
    %     ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    %     zlabel('Occurances (#)') 
    %     legend('Threshhold based', 'Hanratty horizontal', 'Hanratty 
vertical') 
    %     %normalized by total number of droplets 
    %     figure(2) 
    %     bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), [dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehisthanratty((1:lastnonzero),:)]/size(dropdatarealunits,1)) 
    %     ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    %     zlabel('Fraction of droplets [-]') 
    %     legend('Threshhold based', 'Hanratty horizontal', 'Hanratty 
vertical') 
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    %Diameters from hanratty with aspect ratios betwenn 0.33 and 3 
    aspectratio=dropdatarealunits(:,8)./dropdatarealunits(:,9); 
    meanhanratty=(dropdatarealunits(:,8)+dropdatarealunits(:,9))/2; 
    dropsizehistmeanhanratty=reshape(histc(meanhanratty((aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3)), dropsizeedges), [],1); 
    lastnonzero=max([find(dropsizehist);find(dropsizehistmeanhanratty)]); 
    if isempty(lastnonzero)==0  && size(dropsizehist,2)==1  &&  
size(dropsizehistmeanhanratty,2)==1 
        figure(3) 
        bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)) 
        ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
        zlabel('Occurances (#)') 
        legend('Threshhold', 'Hanratty') 
        set(gca, 'XTick', zeros(1,0)) 
    end 
     
    %Rosin-Ramler (Weibull) type fit # based 
    [parmthresh, parmthreshlim]=wblfit(double(dropdatarealunits(:,6))); 
    [parmhanratty, 
parmhanrattylim]=wblfit(double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & aspectratio<3 
& meanhanratty<10*prctile(meanhanratty, 90)))); 
    RRdist=[[parmthresh; parmthreshlim], [parmhanratty; parmhanrattylim]]; 
     
    %Mugelele-Evens type fit (volume based) 
    MEdist(1:2, 1:3)=MugeleEvansdist(dropdatarealunits(:,6)); 
    MEdist(1:2, 4:6)=MugeleEvansdist(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3 & meanhanratty<10*prctile(meanhanratty, 90))); 
     
    %Log-normal type fit, # based 
    [parmthresh, parmthreshlim]=lognfit(double(dropdatarealunits(:,6))); 
    [parmhanratty, 
parmhanrattylim]=lognfit(double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & aspectratio<3 
& meanhanratty<10*prctile(meanhanratty, 90)))); 
    LNdist=[[parmthresh; parmthreshlim], [parmhanratty; parmhanrattylim]]; 
     
    dropsizemidbin=[dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1))]'; 
    temp=0:1:1000; 
     
    %Volume(mass) related 
     
    %threshold histogram and pdfs 
    figure(30) 
    hold off 
    bar(dropsizemidbin, 
(dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3))/sum(dropsizehist(1:lastnon
zero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3)),'y') 
    hold on 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*temp.^3)/sum(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,1), RRdist(1,2)).*temp.^3), 
'r', 'LineWidth',2) 
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    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*temp.^3)/sum(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,1), LNdist(1,2)).*temp.^3), 
'b', 'LineWidth',2) 
    if MEdist(1,1)>0 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp
).*(MEdist(1,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp))./(MEdist(1,3)-
temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    else 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp
).*(MEdist(1,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp))./(MEdist(1,3)-
temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    end 
    xlabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    ylabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
    xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
    ylim([0, 0.2]) 
    legend('Histogram', 'Weibull', 'Log-normal', 'Upper-limit log-normal') 
     
    %hanratty hisgogram and pdfs 
    figure(31) 
    hold off 
    bar(dropsizemidbin, 
(dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3))/sum(dropsizehi
stmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3)), 'y') 
    hold on 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*temp.^3)/sum(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,3), RRdist(1,4)).*temp.^3), 
'r', 'LineWidth',2) 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*temp.^3)/sum(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,3), LNdist(1,4)).*temp.^3), 
'b', 'LineWidth',2) 
    if MEdist(1,4)>0 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp
).*(MEdist(1,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp))./(MEdist(1,6)-
temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    else 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp
).*(MEdist(1,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp))./(MEdist(1,6)-
temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    end 
    xlabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    ylabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
    xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
    ylim([0, 0.2]) 
    legend('Histogram', 'Weibull', 'Log-normal', 'Upper-limit log-normal') 
     
     
    %threshold vs hanratty 
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    if isempty(lastnonzero)==0  && size(dropsizehist,2)==1  &&  
size(dropsizehistmeanhanratty,2)==1 
        figure(14) 
        bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), repmat(((dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero).^3)'), 
[1,2]).*[dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)]./repmat(sum(repmat(((dropsizeedges(1
:lastnonzero).^3)'), [1,2]).*[dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)]), [lastnonzero,1])) 
        ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
        zlabel('Mass distribution (-)') 
        legend('Threshhold', 'Hanratty') 
        set(gca, 'XTick', zeros(1,0)) 
    end 
     
    %% Droplet count related 
     
    dropcount=NaN(max(dropdatarealunits(:,1)), 3); 
    for frame=1:size(dropcount,1) 
        if sum(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1))>0 
            dropcount(frame,:)=[sum(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1)), 
nanmedian(dropdatarealunits(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1),6)), 
nanmin(dropdatarealunits(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1),6))]; 
        else 
            dropcount(frame,1)=NaN; 
        end 
    end 
    figure(41) 
    hold off 
    plot([1:size(dropcount,1)]/framerate , dropcount(:,1), '.')%#ok<NBRAK> 
    hold on 
    dropcountsmooth=smooth(dropcount(:,1), 51, 'rloess'); 
    plot([1:size(dropcount,1)]/framerate, dropcountsmooth, 'r') %#ok<NBRAK> 
    xlabel('Time [s]') 
    ylabel('Droplets found in frame [#]') 
    dropcountxcorr=xcorr(dropcountsmooth-mean(dropcountsmooth)); 
    dropcountxcorr(1:(length(dropcountxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
    [pks, loc]= findpeaks(dropcountxcorr, 'minpeakheight', 0); 
    dropcountperiod=[min(loc)/framerate, median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-
1))/framerate)]; 
       %%  Average drop sizes (rows are: mean, surface mean, volume mean, 
Sauter mean, and volume moment mean. Columns raw data and upon Rosin-Ramler, 
Log-normal, and Upper-limit log-normal pdf) 
        Daverages=NaN(5,8); 
        %from raw data 
         
         
        type=[1,0; 2,0; 3,0; 3, 2; 4,3]; 
         
        for i=1:5 
            p=type(i,1); 
            q=type(i,2); 
             
            sampleDvalues=1:1:500; 
            rawdata=dropdatarealunits(:,6); 
            Daverages(i,1)=(sum(1*rawdata.^p)/sum(1*rawdata.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
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            Daverages(i,2)=(sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,3)=(sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            if MEdist(1,3)>0 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues>MEdist(1,3))=[]; 
            else 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues<MEdist(1,3))=[]; 
            end 
            
Daverages(i,4)=(sum(((MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEd
ist(1,3)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,3)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^p./(sampleDvalues.^3))/sum(((MEdist(1,2
)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEdist(1,3)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,3)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^q./(sampleDvalues.^3)))^(1/(p-q)); 
            %         
averages(4,4)=MEdist(1,3)/(1+MEdist(1,1)*exp(1/(4*MEdist(1,2)^2))); 
            %         
x31=MEdist(1,3)/((1+2*MEdist(1,1)*exp(1/(4*MEdist(1,2))^2)+MEdist(1,1)^2*exp(
1/(MEdist(1,2)^2)))^0.5); 
             
            sampleDvalues=1:1:2000; 
            rawdata=double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & aspectratio<3)); 
            rawdata(rawdata>prctile(rawdata,99))=[]; 
            Daverages(i,5)=(sum(1*rawdata.^p)/sum(1*rawdata.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,6)=(sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,7)=(sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            if MEdist(1,6)>0 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues>MEdist(1,6))=[]; 
            else 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues<MEdist(1,6))=[]; 
            end 
            
Daverages(i,8)=(sum(((MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEd
ist(1,6)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,6)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^p./(sampleDvalues.^3))/sum(((MEdist(1,5
)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEdist(1,6)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,6)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^q./(sampleDvalues.^3)))^(1/(p-q)); 
             
        end 
        save('Daverages', 'Daverages') 
        save('dropcountperiod', 'dropcountperiod') 
         
        clear sampleDvalues  
        saveas(3, 'dropsizehistogram.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(14, 'dropsizehistmass.fig', 'fig') 
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        saveas(41, 'dropcount.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(30, 'dropsizedist.fig', 'fig') 
         
    %% droplet velocity related 
%     if isempty(lastnonzero)==0 
%         if option==1 
%             load velocityrealunits 
%             load framerate 
%             if isempty(velocityrealunits)==0 
%                 
speed=(velocityrealunits(:,9).^2+velocityrealunits(:,10).^2).^0.5; 
%                 %histogram of speeds 
%                 dropspeededges=0:speedbinspacing:maxspeed; 
%                 dropspeedyedges=-
0.25*maxspeed:speedbinspacing/2:0.25*maxspeed; 
%                 dropspeedhist=histc(speed, dropspeededges); 
%                 dropxvelhist=histc(velocityrealunits(:,9), dropspeededges); 
%                  
%                 dropyvelhist=histc(velocityrealunits(:,10), 
dropspeedyedges); 
%                  
%                 %xvel distribution functions 
%                 %Log-normal type fit 
%                 [parm, 
parmlim]=lognfit(double(velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,9)>0,9))); 
%                 %Normal type fit 
%                 [mu, sigma, mulim, 
sigmalim]=normfit(double(velocityrealunits(:,9))); 
%                 %bimodal type fit 
%                  
%                 bimodaloption=statset('MaxIter', 300); 
%                 bimodalxvel = 
gmdistribution.fit(double(velocityrealunits(:,9)),2, 'Options', 
bimodaloption); 
%                  
%                  
%                 xveldist=[[parm; parmlim], [[mu, sigma];[mulim, 
sigmalim]]]; 
%                  
%                  
%                 %Normal type fit 
%                 [mu, sigma, mulim, 
sigmalim]=normfit(double(velocityrealunits(:,10))); 
%                 yveldist=[[mu, sigma];[mulim, sigmalim]]; 
%                  
%                  
%                 %speed distribution functions 
%                 %Log-normal type fit 
%                 [parm, parmlim]=lognfit(double(speed(speed>0))); 
%                 %Normal type fit 
%                 [mu, sigma, mulim, sigmalim]=normfit(double(speed)); 
%                 speeddist=[[parm; parmlim], [[mu, sigma];[mulim, 
sigmalim]]]; 
%                 %Bi-modal type fit 
%                  
%                 bimodalspeed = gmdistribution.fit(double(speed),2, 
'Options', bimodaloption); 
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%                  
%                  
%                 temp=min(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1))):0.25:max(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1))); 
%                 multtemp=(dropspeededges(2)-dropspeededges(1)); 
%                  
%                 %create histogram of speed 
%                 figure(4) 
%                 hold off 
%                 bar(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1)),dropspeedhist/sum(dropspeedhist), 'y') 
%                 hold on 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, speeddist(1, 3), 
speeddist(1, 4)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*lognpdf(temp, speeddist(1, 1), 
speeddist(1, 2)), 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*pdf(bimodalspeed, temp'), 'g', 
'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
%                 xlabel('Speed [m/s]') 
%                 ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
%                 legend('Histogram', 'Normal', 'Log-normal', 'Bi-modal') 
%                  
%                  
%                  
%                 %create histogram of x-velocity 
%                 figure(32) 
%                 hold off 
%                 bar(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1)),dropxvelhist/sum(dropxvelhist), 'y') 
%                 hold on 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, xveldist(1, 3), 
xveldist(1, 4)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*lognpdf(temp, xveldist(1, 1), 
xveldist(1, 2)), 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 plot(temp, multtemp*pdf(bimodalxvel, temp'), 'g', 
'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
%                 xlabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
%                 ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
%                 legend('Histogram', 'Normal', 'Log-normal', 'Bi-modal') 
%                  
%                  
%                  
%                 temp=min(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1))):0.25:max(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1))); 
%                 multtemp=(dropspeedyedges(2)-dropspeedyedges(1)); 
%                  
%                 %create histogram of y-velocity 
%                 figure(33) 
%                 hold off 
%                 bar(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1)),dropyvelhist/sum(dropyvelhist), 'y') 
%                 hold on 
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%                 plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, yveldist(1, 1), 
yveldist(1, 2)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
%                 xlim([min(temp), max(temp)]) 
%                 xlabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
%                 ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
%                 legend('Histogram', 'Normal') 
%                  
%                 %average speed versus time 
%                  
%                 timevalues=unique(velocityrealunits(:,7)); 
%                 %                 
velocityrealunits(:,11)=round(velocityrealunits(:,7)*framerate); 
%                 %                 for dropnum=1:size(velocityrealunits,1) 
%                 %                     %velocityrealunits(dropnum, 
12)=dropdatarealunits(intersect_sorted(find(dropdatarealunits(:,1)==velocityr
ealunits(dropnum,11)), 
find(dropdatarealunits(:,2)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,1))), 6); 
%                 %                     velocityrealunits(dropnum, 
12)=dropdatarealunits((dropdatarealunits(:,1)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,11) 
& dropdatarealunits(:,2)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,1)), 6); 
%                 %                 end 
%                  
%                 avgspeedattime=NaN(length(timevalues),1); 
%                 for timevalue=1:length(timevalues) 
%                     
avgspeedattime(timevalue)=mean((velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,7)==tim
evalues(timevalue), 
9).^2+velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,7)==timevalues(timevalue), 
10).^2).^0.5); 
%                 end 
%                 dropspeedsmooth=smooth(avgspeedattime', 41, 'rlowess'); 
%                 speedxcorr=xcorr(dropspeedsmooth-mean(dropspeedsmooth)); 
%                 speedxcorr(1:(length(speedxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
%                 [pks, loc]= findpeaks(speedxcorr); 
%                 dropspeedperiod=[min(loc)*(timevalues(2)-timevalues(1)), 
median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
%                 dropspeedvstimeinfo=[timevalues, avgspeedattime, 
dropspeedsmooth]; %#ok<NASGU> 
%                 %create time dependant graph of drop velocities 
%                 figure(5) 
%                 hold off 
%                 plot(timevalues, avgspeedattime, '.') 
%                 hold on 
%                 plot(timevalues, dropspeedsmooth, 'r') 
%                 xlabel('Time [s]') 
%                 ylabel('Speed [m/s]') 
%                  
%                  
%                  
%                 %                 %just larger drops 
%                 %                 
velocityrealunitstemp=velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,12)>40,:); 
%                 %                 
avgspeedattimetemp=NaN(length(timevalues),1); 
%                 % for timevalue=1:length(timevalues) 
%                 % 
avgspeedattimetemp(timevalue)=mean((velocityrealunitstemp(velocityrealunitste
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mp(:,7)==timevalues(timevalue), 
9).^2+velocityrealunitstemp(velocityrealunitstemp(:,7)==timevalues(timevalue)
, 10).^2).^0.5); 
%                 % end 
%                 % figure(42) 
%                 % hold off 
%                 % plot(velocityrealunitstemp(:,7), 
(velocityrealunitstemp(:,9).^2+velocityrealunitstemp(:,10).^2).^0.5, '.') 
%                 % hold on 
%                 % largedropsmoothspeed=smooth(avgspeedattimetemp, 41, 
'rlowess'); 
%                 % speedxcorr=xcorr(largedropsmoothspeed-
mean(largedropsmoothspeed)); 
%                 %                 
speedxcorr(1:(length(speedxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
%                 % [pks, loc]= findpeaks(speedxcorr); 
%                 % largedropspeedperiod=[min(loc)*(timevalues(2)-
timevalues(1)), median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
%                 % plot(timevalues, largedropsmoothspeed, 'r') 
%                 %                 xlabel('Time [s]') 
%                 %                 ylabel('Speed [m/s]') 
%                 % 
%                 % clear velocityrealunitstemp 
%                  
%             end 
%         end 
%          
%         %         %save data 
%         %         %make new directory, if necessary 
%         %         cd(strcat(filepath)) 
%         %         if exist(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), ' stats'), 
'dir')==0 
%         %             mkdir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')); 
%         %         end 
%         %save data matrices 
%          cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')) 
%         dropsizeinfo=[dropsizeedges', dropsizehist, dropsizehisthanratty, 
dropsizehistmeanhanratty]; %#ok<NASGU> 
%         save('dropsizeinfo', 'dropsizeinfo') 
%         if size(dropspeededges')==size(dropspeedhist) 
%             dropspeedinfo=[dropspeededges', dropspeedhist, dropxvelhist]; 
%#ok<NASGU> 
%             save('dropspeedinfo', 'dropspeedinfo') 
%         end 
%         if size(dropspeedyedges')==size(dropyvelhist) 
%             dropyvelinfo=[dropspeedyedges', dropyvelhist]; 
%             save('dropyvelinfo', 'dropyvelinfo') 
%         end 
%          
% %Section commented by Augusto on 5/20/13 for compressor analysis - no film 
% %is on the wall 
%  
% %         %wave speed vs time and vertical position 
% %          
% %         filmspeedrealunitssmooth=zeros(size(filmspeedrealunits)); 
% %         for frame=1:size(filmspeedrealunits,2) 
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% %             
filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:,frame)=medfilt2(filmspeedrealunits(:,frame), [7, 
3], 'symmetric'); 
% %         end 
% %         figure(15) 
% %         surf(repmat((1/framerate)*[1:1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)], 
[size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,1),1]), 
repmat([1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,1)]', [1, 
size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)]), double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth), 
'LineStyle','none') %#ok<NBRAK> 
% %         xlabel('Time [s]') 
% %         ylabel('Vertical position [-]') 
% %         zlabel('Wave velocity [m/s]') 
% %          
% %         figure(36) 
% %         plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)], 
mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth)), '.') %#ok<NBRAK> 
% %         xlabel('Time [s]') 
% %         ylabel('Wave velocity [m/s]') 
% %          
% %         wavespeedxcorr=xcorr(mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:, 
3:end)))-nanmean(mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:, 3:end))))); 
% %         wavespeedxcorr(1:(length(wavespeedxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
% %         [pks, loc]= findpeaks(wavespeedxcorr); 
% %         if isempty(loc) 
% %             wavespeedperiod=[Inf, Inf]; 
% %         else 
% %             wavespeedperiod=[min(loc)*(timevalues(2)-timevalues(1)), 
median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
% %         end 
% %          
% %         %wavelength related 
% %         load wavelengthrealunits 
% %         wavelengthrealunits2=wavelengthrealunits; 
% %         for iteration=1:3 
% %             medianwavelength=prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 33); 
% %             harmonic=round(wavelengthrealunits2/medianwavelength); 
% %             harmonic(harmonic==0)=1; 
% %             wavelengthrealunits2=wavelengthrealunits2./harmonic; 
% %             %         stdwavelength=9999999; 
% %             %         while stdwavelength>prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 
65)-prctile(wavelengthrealunits2,35) 
% %             %             oldstdwavelength=stdwavelength; 
% %             medianwavelength=prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 33); 
% %             stdwavelength=nanstd(wavelengthrealunits2); 
% %             
wavelengthrealunits2(wavelengthrealunits2>medianwavelength+2*stdwavelength)=N
aN; 
% %             wavelengthrealunits2(wavelengthrealunits2<medianwavelength-
2*stdwavelength)=NaN; 
% %         end 
% %          
% %         %             if abs(oldstdwavelength-stdwavelength)<2 
% %         %                 stdwavelength=99; 
% %         %             end 
% %         %         end 
% %         figure(37) 
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% %         hold off 
% %         plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:length(wavelengthrealunits2)], 
wavelengthrealunits2, '.') %#ok<NBRAK> 
% %         hold on 
% %         wavelengthsmooth=smooth(wavelengthrealunits2, 41, 'rlowess'); 
% %         wavelengthsmooth(wavelengthsmooth==0)=NaN; 
% %         plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:length(wavelengthsmooth)], 
wavelengthsmooth, 'r') %#ok<NBRAK> 
% %         xlabel('Time [s]') 
% %         ylabel('Film wavelength [µm]') 
% %         ylim([0, ceil(max(wavelengthrealunits2)/100)*100]) 
% %         save('wavelengthrealunits2', 'wavelengthrealunits2') 
% %          
% %         wavelengthsmoothtemp=wavelengthsmooth; 
% %         
wavelengthsmoothtemp(isfinite(wavelengthsmoothtemp)==0)=nanmean(wavelengthsmo
oth); 
% %         wavelengthxcorr=xcorr(wavelengthsmoothtemp-
nanmean(wavelengthsmoothtemp)); 
% %         clear wavelengthsmoothtemp 
% %         wavelengthxcorr(1:(length(wavelengthxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
% %         [pks, loc]= findpeaks(wavelengthxcorr); 
% %          
% %         if isempty(loc) 
% %             wavelengthperiod=[Inf, Inf]; %#ok<NASGU> 
% %         else 
% %             wavelengthperiod=[min(loc)/framerate, median((loc(2:end)-
loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; %#ok<NASGU> 
% %         end 
%          
%      
%          
%         %%  Average velocities  (rows are speed, xvel, yvel, columns are 
raw data, normal, lognormal, and bimodal distributions 
%         Vaverages=NaN(3,4); 
%         Vaverages(:,1)=[mean(speed); mean(double(velocityrealunits(:,9))); 
mean(double(velocityrealunits(:,10)))]; 
%         sampleVvalues=-5:0.25:30; 
%         Vaverages(1, 2:4)=[sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, 
speeddist(1, 3), speeddist(1, 4)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, speeddist(1, 
3), speeddist(1, 4))), sum(sampleVvalues.*lognpdf(sampleVvalues, speeddist(1, 
1), speeddist(1, 2)))./sum(lognpdf(sampleVvalues, speeddist(1, 1), 
speeddist(1, 2))), sum(sampleVvalues'.*pdf(bimodalspeed, 
sampleVvalues'))./sum(pdf(bimodalspeed, sampleVvalues'))]; 
%         Vaverages(2, 2:4)=[sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, 
xveldist(1, 3), xveldist(1, 4)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, xveldist(1, 3), 
xveldist(1, 4))), sum(sampleVvalues.*lognpdf(sampleVvalues, xveldist(1, 1), 
xveldist(1, 2)))./sum(lognpdf(sampleVvalues, xveldist(1, 1), xveldist(1, 
2))), sum(sampleVvalues'.*pdf(bimodalxvel, 
sampleVvalues'))./sum(pdf(bimodalxvel, sampleVvalues'))]; 
%         sampleVvalues=-10:0.25:10; 
%         Vaverages(3, 2)=sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, 
yveldist(1,1), yveldist(1,2)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, yveldist(1,1), 
yveldist(1,2))); 
%         clear sampleVvalues 
%          
%          
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%         %%  Drop liquid flow rate 
%         dropaveragecount=nanmean(dropcount(:,1))*(3.7025/(5.1389-
1.4364*min(3, (prctile(dropcount(:,2), 95)/prctile(dropcount(:,2), 5)))));  
%correct drop count based on ratio of 95th to 5th percentile of medians 
%         
dropvolumetricconcentration=(dropaveragecount*(pi*(Daverages(4,5)*10^(-
6))^3/6))/(4.687e-3*1.563e-3*0.155e-3);  %m^3 of drop per m^3 of vapor 
%         qualityimg=(prctile(dropcount(:,2), 95)/prctile(dropcount(:,2), 5)) 
%         ratioqual=[qualityimg] 
%          
%         dropconcentration=rho_f*dropvolumetricconcentration;  %kg of drop 
per m^3 of vapor 
%         mdotdrop=1000*dropconcentration*nanmean(Vaverages(1,1))*(pi*D^2/4);  
%mass flow in g/s through 1/4" ID tube 
%         dropflowstats=[dropaveragecount; dropvolumetricconcentration; 
dropconcentration; mdotdrop]; 
%          
%         clear dropaveragecount 
%         clear dropvolumetricconcentration 
%         clear dropconcentration 
%         clear mdotdrop 
%         clear qualityimg 
%          
%         %%  Save variables and figures 
%         bimodalspeed=[bimodalspeed.mu, [bimodalspeed.Sigma(:,:,1); 
bimodalspeed.Sigma(:,:,2)], bimodalspeed.PComponents']; 
%         bimodalxvel=[bimodalxvel.mu, [bimodalxvel.Sigma(:,:,1); 
bimodalxvel.Sigma(:,:,2)], bimodalxvel.PComponents']; 
%          
%         save('dropspeedvstimeinfo', 'dropspeedvstimeinfo') 
%         %save figures 
%         saveas(3, 'dropsizehistogram.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(4, 'dropspeedhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(5, 'dropspeedvstime.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(14, 'dropsizehistmass.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(15, 'wavespeedvstime.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(30, 'dropsizedist.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(31, 'dropsizedisthanratty.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(32, 'dropxvelhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(33, 'dropyvelhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
%         %saveas(36, 'meanfilmspeed.fig', 'fig') 
%         %saveas(37, 'wavelength.fig', 'fig') 
%         saveas(41, 'dropcount.fig', 'fig') 
%         %         saveas(42, 'largedropspeedvstime.fig') 
%         %save Rosin-Rammler type distributions 
%         save('RRdist', 'RRdist') 
%         save('LNdist', 'LNdist') 
%         save('MEdist', 'MEdist') 
%         save('speeddist', 'speeddist') 
%         save('xveldist', 'xveldist') 
%         save('yveldist', 'yveldist') 
%         save('Daverages', 'Daverages') 
%         save('Vaverages', 'Vaverages') 
%         save('bimodalxvel', 'bimodalxvel') 
%         save('bimodalspeed', 'bimodalspeed') 
%         save('dropcount', 'dropcount') 
%         save('dropcountsmooth', 'dropcountsmooth') 
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%         save('dropspeedperiod', 'dropspeedperiod') 
%         save('dropspeedsmooth', 'dropspeedsmooth') 
%         %save('filmspeedrealunitssmooth', 'filmspeedrealunitssmooth') 
%         %save('wavelengthsmooth', 'wavelengthsmooth') 
%         %         save('largedropspeedperiod', 'largedropspeedperiod') 
%         %save('wavespeedperiod', 'wavespeedperiod') 
%         save('dropcountperiod', 'dropcountperiod') 
%         %save('wavelengthperiod', 'wavelengthperiod') 
%         save('dropflowstats', 'dropflowstats') 
%         save('ratioqual', 'ratioqual') 
%          
%     end 
end 
clear timevalue 
clear aspectratio 
clear dropdatarealunits 
clear lastnonzero 
clear dropsizeinfo 
clear dropsizehist 
clear dropsizehisthanratty 
clear dropsizehistmeanhanratty 
clear dropspeedinfo 
clear dropspeededges 
clear dropspeedhist 
clear dropspeedvstimeinfo 
clear timevalues 
clear avgspeedattime 
clear velocityrealunits 
clear parmthresh 
clear parmthreshlim 
clear parmhanratty 
clear parmhanrattylim 
clear Daverages 
clear bimodaloption 
  
clear RRdist 
clear LNdist 
clear MEdist 
clear speeddist 
clear xveldist 
clear yveldist 
clear Daverages 
clear Vaverages 
clear bimodalxvel 
clear bimodalspeed 
clear dropcount 
clear dropcountsmooth 
clear dropspeed period 
clear dropspeedsmooth 
%clear filmspeedrealunitssmooth 
%clear wavelengthsmooth 
%clear wavespeedperiod 
clear dropcountperiod 
%clear wavelengthperiod 
clear dropflowstats 
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%Section commented by Augusto on 5/20/13 for compressor analysis - no film 
%is on the wall 
% %% combine statistics for given flow condition 
% time=clock; 
% disp(['Began step 7 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
% if size(filenames,1)>1 
%      
%     %% used in later sections for analysis 
%     condnum=NaN(size(filenames,1),1); 
%     downstreampos=NaN(size(filenames,1),1); 
%     for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
%         condnum(filenum)=str2double(filenames(filenum, 
findstr(filenames(filenum,:), 'cond')+4:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 
'first')-1)); 
%         downstreampos(filenum)=(str2double(filenames(filenum, 
find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 'first')+1:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='-
')-1))+str2double(filenames(filenum, find(filenames(filenum,:)=='-
')+1:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 'last')-1))/100)*.0254; 
%     end 
%      
%     uniquecond=unique(condnum); 
%    
    %Section commented by Augusto on 5/20/13 for compressor analysis - no 
film 
%is on the wall 
  
%     %% Basically 3D plotting 
%     for uniquecondnum=1:length(uniquecond) 
%          
%         condfilenames=filenames(condnum==uniquecond(uniquecondnum),:); 
%         conddownstreampos=downstreampos(condnum==uniquecond(uniquecondnum), 
:); 
%         
overalldropsizehist=NaN(floor(maxdropletdiameter/dropsizebinspacing)+1, 5, 
size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('dropsizeinfo') 
%             overalldropsizehist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropsizeinfo; 
%         end 
%         clear dropsizeinfo 
%          
%         %         overallRRdist=NaN(3,4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         %         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%         %             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
%         %             load('RRdist') 
%         %             overallRRdist(:,:, condfilenum)=RRdist; 
%         %         end 
%         %         clear RRdist 
%          
%          
%         overalldropspeedhist=NaN(floor(maxspeed/speedbinspacing)+1, 3, 
size(condfilenames,1)); 
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%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('dropspeedinfo') 
%             overalldropspeedhist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropspeedinfo; 
%         end 
%         clear dropspeedinfo 
%          
%         
overalldropyvelhist=NaN(floor((0.5*maxspeed)/(speedbinspacing/2))+1, 2, 
size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('dropyvelinfo') 
%             overalldropyvelhist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropyvelinfo; 
%         end 
%         clear dropyvelinfo 
%          
%         overallwavelength=NaN(size(condfilenames,1),2); 
%         overallfilmspeed=NaN(size(condfilenames,1),2); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('wavelengthrealunits2') 
%             load('filmspeedrealunits') 
%             overallwavelength(condfilenum, 
:)=[nanmedian(wavelengthrealunits2), nanstd(wavelengthrealunits2)]; 
%             overallfilmspeed(condfilenum, 
:)=[nanmean(filmspeedrealunits(:)), nanstd(filmspeedrealunits(:))]; 
%         end 
%          
%         clear wavelengthrealunits 
%         clear filmspeedrealunits 
%          
%         overalldropcount=NaN(1500, 3, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('dropcount') 
%             overalldropcount(1:size(dropcount,1), :, 
condfilenum)=dropcount; 
%         end 
%         overalldropcount(:, nansum(overalldropcount)==0)=[]; 
%         clear dropcount 
%          
%         overalldropflowstats=NaN(4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('dropflowstats') 
%             overalldropflowstats(:, condfilenum)=dropflowstats; 
%         end 
%         clear dropflowstats 
%          
%         overallfilmthick=NaN(1000, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
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%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             if exist('filmthicksmooth.mat', 'file')>=1 
%                 load('filmthicksmooth') 
%                 if size(filmthicksmooth,1)>size(overallfilmthick,1) 
%                     
overallfilmthick(size(overallfilmthick,1)+1:size(filmthicksmooth,1), 
:)=NaN(size(filmthicksmooth,1)-size(overallfilmthick,1), 
size(overallfilmthick,2)); 
%                 end 
%                 overallfilmthick(1:length(filmthicksmooth), 
condfilenum)=filmthicksmooth; 
%             end 
%         end 
%         clear filmthicksmooth 
%          
%         cd(filepath) 
%         mkdir(strcat('Cond', num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
%         cd(strcat('Cond', num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
%          
%         save('overalldropsizehist', 'overalldropsizehist') 
%         %         save('overallRRdist', 'overallRRdist') 
%         save('overalldropspeedhist', 'overalldropspeedhist') 
%         save('overalldropyvelhist', 'overalldropyvelhist') 
%         save('overallwavelength', 'overallwavelength') 
%         save('overallfilmspeed', 'overallfilmspeed') 
%         save('overalldropcount', 'overalldropcount') 
%         save('overalldropflowstats', 'overalldropflowstats') 
%         save('overallfilmthick', 'overallfilmthick') 
%          
%         clear condlowmagfilenum 
%         clear condhighfpsfilenum 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             
condlowmagfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfilenames(condfile
num,:), 'lowmag'))==0);  %#ok<AGROW> 
%             
condhighfpsfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfilenames(condfil
enum,:), 'highfps'))==0);  %#ok<AGROW> 
%         end 
%          
%          
%         if sum(condlowmagfilenum)>0 
%             %             figure(6) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))) 
%             %             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             %             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             %             zlabel('Count [-]') 
%             %             saveas(6, 'dropsizehistogramlowmag.fig') 
%             % 
%             %             figure(7) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
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[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(overa
lldropsizehist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), [size(overalldropsizehist,1),1])) 
%             %             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             %             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             %             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             %             saveas(7, 
'dropsizenormalizedhistogramlowmag.fig') 
%             % 
%             %             figure(8) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))) 
%             %             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             %             ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
%             %             zlabel('Count [-]') 
%             %             ylim([0, maxspeed]) 
%             %             saveas(8, 'dropspeedhistogramlowmag.fig') 
%             % 
%             figure(9) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(over
alldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, maxspeed]) 
%             saveas(9, 'dropspeednormalizedhistogramlowmag.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(26) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(over
alldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, maxspeed]) 
%             saveas(26, 'dropxvelnormalizedhistlowmag.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(42) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropyvelhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(overa
lldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), [size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
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%             ylabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(42, 'dropyvelnormalizedhistlowmag.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%              
%             figure(25) 
%             [zgridspeed, xgridspeed, 
ygridspeed]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(over
alldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]), 30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
%             zgridspeed(zgridspeed<0)=0; 
%             surf(xgridspeed, ygridspeed, zgridspeed) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(25, 'dropspeednormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 'fig') 
%             save('xgridspeed', 'xgridspeed') 
%             save('ygridspeed', 'ygridspeed') 
%             save('zgridspeed', 'zgridspeed') 
%              
%              
%              
%              
%             figure(28) 
%             [zgridxvel]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(over
alldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]), 30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
%             zgridxvel(zgridxvel<0)=0; 
%             surf(xgridspeed, ygridspeed, zgridxvel) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(28, 'dropxvelnormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 'fig') 
%             save('zgridspeed', 'zgridxvel') 
%              
%              
%              
%             figure(29) 
%             [zgridyvel, xgridyvel, 
ygridyvel]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropyvelhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(overa
lldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), [size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]), 
30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
%             zgridyvel(zgridyvel<0)=0; 
%             surf(xgridyvel, ygridyvel, zgridyvel) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
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%             ylabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(29, 'dropyvelnormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 'fig') 
%             save('xgridyvel', 'xgridyvel') 
%             save('ygridyvel', 'ygridyvel') 
%             save('zgridyvel', 'zgridyvel') 
%              
%              
%             %             figure(16) 
%             %             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum))) 
%             %             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             %             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             %             zlabel('Count [-]') 
%             %           saveas(16, 'dropsizehistogramlowmaghanratty.fig') 
%              
%             figure(17) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(overa
lldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum)),1), [size(overalldropsizehist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             zlabel('Number distribution [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, 200]) 
%             saveas(17, 'dropsizenormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 
'fig') 
%              
%              
%             figure(18) 
%             zvalues=squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum)); 
%             zvalues(zvalues==1)=0; 
%             zvalues=zvalues./repmat(sum(zvalues,1), [size(zvalues,1), 1]); 
%             %zvalues=(repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]).^3).*zvalues; 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), zvalues); 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             zlabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, 200]) 
%             saveas(18, 'dropsizemassnormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 
'fig') 
%              
%              
%              
%             figure(19) 
%             sizelimit=find(sum(zvalues,2), 1, 'last'); 
%             [zgridhanratty,xgridhanratty,ygridhanratty] = 
gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), [sizelimit,1]), 
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repmat(overalldropsizehist(1:sizelimit,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]),zvalues(1:sizelimit,:),25,40, 'smoothness', 2); 
%             zgridhanratty(zgridhanratty<0)=0; 
%             surf(xgridhanratty,ygridhanratty,zgridhanratty) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, 200]) 
%             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             zlabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
%             zlim([0, max(zgridhanratty(:))]) 
%             saveas(19, 
'smoothdropsizemassnormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 'fig') 
%             save('xgridhanratty', 'xgridhanratty') 
%             save('ygridhanratty', 'ygridhanratty') 
%             save('zgridhanratty', 'zgridhanratty') 
%              
%              
%             %             for condfilenum=1:length(condlowmagfilenum) 
%             %              %   
RRzvalues(:,condfilenum)=wblpdf(0:maxdropletdiameter, 
overallRRdist(1,1,condfilenum), overallRRdist(1,2,condfilenum)); 
%             %                 
RRzvalueshanratty(:,condfilenum)=wblpdf(0:maxdropletdiameter, 
overallRRdist(1,3,condfilenum), overallRRdist(1,4,condfilenum)); 
%             %             end 
%             %            % RRzvaluesvol=(pi/6)*RRzvalues.^3; 
%             %            % 
RRzvaluesvol=RRzvaluesvol./repmat(sum(RRzvaluesvol,1), [size(RRzvaluesvol,1), 
1]); 
%             %             RRzvaluesvolhanratty=(pi/6)*RRzvalueshanratty.^3; 
%             %             
RRzvaluesvolhanratty=RRzvaluesvolhanratty./repmat(sum(RRzvaluesvolhanratty,1)
, [size(RRzvaluesvolhanratty,1), 1]); 
%              
%             %             figure(20) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalues,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvalues) 
%             %             figure(21) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvalueshanratty) 
%             %             figure(22) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalues,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvaluesvol) 
%             %             figure(23) 
%             %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvaluesvolhanratty) 
%              
%             %             figure(24) 
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%             %             [zgridRR, xgridRR, 
ygridRR]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvaluesvolhanratty, 30, 40, 'smoothness', 
0.25); 
%             %             zgridRR(zgridRR<0)=0; 
%             %             surf(xgridRR, ygridRR, zgridRR) 
%             %             saveas(19, 
'smoothdropsizemassnormalizedRRdistlowmaghanratty.fig') 
%             %             save('xgridRR', 'xgridRR') 
%             %             save('ygridRR', 'ygridRR') 
%             %             save('zgridRR', 'zgridRR') 
%              
%             figure(38) 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmspeed(condlowmagfilenum,1), 
'.') 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Film speed [m/s]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, max(overallfilmspeed(:,1))]) 
%             saveas(38, 'filmspeed.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(39) 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, overallwavelength(condlowmagfilenum,1), 
'.') 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Film wavelenth [µm]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             ylim([0, 
ceil(max(overallwavelength(condlowmagfilenum,1))/100)*100]) 
%             saveas(39, 'filmwavelength.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(43) 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, 
overalldropflowstats(4,condlowmagfilenum), '.') 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Liquid flow rate in drops [g/s]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(43, 'dropflowrate.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(44) 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, nanmean(overallfilmthick(:, 
condlowmagfilenum)), '.') 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Film thickness [µm]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(44, 'filmthick.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             figure(46) 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, 
overalldropflowstats(3,condlowmagfilenum), '.') 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Drop concentration [kg/m^3]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             saveas(46, 'dropconcentration.fig', 'fig') 
% %          Commented by Augusto on 3/8/12 due to error.    
%             %%  Film flow rate 
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%             C=0.5;  %linear profile between wave and tube 
%             
filmflowrate1=2*pi*D*overallfilmspeed(:,1)'.*((prctile(overallfilmthick, 95)-
prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))/2+C*prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))*(10^(-
6))*rho_f*1000; 
%             C=0.4; 
%             
filmflowrate2=2*pi*D*overallfilmspeed(:,1)'.*((prctile(overallfilmthick, 95)-
prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))/2+C*prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))*(10^(-
6))*rho_f*1000; 
%             C=1/14; 
%             
filmflowrate3=2*pi*D*overallfilmspeed(:,1)'.*((prctile(overallfilmthick, 95)-
prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))/2+C*prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))*(10^(-
6))*rho_f*1000; 
%             overallfilmflowrate=[filmflowrate1;filmflowrate2; 
filmflowrate3]; 
%             clear filmflowrate1 
%             clear filmflowrate2 
%             clear filmflowrate3 
%              
%             
overallfilmflowrate(overallfilmflowrate(:,1)<overallfilmflowrate(:,2))=NaN(3, 
sum(overallfilmflowrate(:,1)<overallfilmflowrate(:,2))); 
%              
%             figure(45) 
%             hold off 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(1, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'b.') 
%             hold on 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(2, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'r.') 
%             plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(3, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'g.') 
%              
%              
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Liquid flow rate in film [g/s]') 
%             xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
%             if isfinite(nanmax(overallfilmflowrate(:))) 
%                 ylim([0, nanmax(overallfilmflowrate(:))]) 
%             end 
%             legend('C=1/2', 'C=2/5', 'C=1/14') 
%             saveas(45, 'filmflowrate.fig', 'fig') 
%              
%             save('overallfilmflowrate', 'overallfilmflowrate') 
%              
%         end 
%          
%         if sum(condhighfpsfilenum)>0 
%             figure(10) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
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%             zlabel('Count [-]') 
%              
%             figure(11) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(over
alldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%              
%             figure(12) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Count [-]') 
%             ylim([0, 3.3]) 
%              
%             figure(13) 
%             surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))./repmat(sum(squeeze(ove
ralldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
%             xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
%             ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
%             zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
%             ylim([0, 3.3]) 
%         end 
%         commented by augusto on 3/8/12 due to error 
%          
%         save('conddownstreampos', 'conddownstreampos') 
%         clear position 
%          
%         cd(filepath) 
%          
%     end 
% end 
  
% %%  Drop size distribution fitting based on curve fits from individual 
files 
% disp(['Began step 8 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
% if size(filenames,1)>1 
% 
% 
%     for uniquecondnum=1:size(uniquecond) 
%         condfilenames=filenames(condnum==uniquecond(1),:); 
%         cd(filepath) 
%         cd(strcat('Cond', num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
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%         load('conddownstreampos') 
% 
%         overallRRdist=NaN(3,4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('RRdist') 
%             overallRRdist(:,:, condfilenum)=RRdist; 
%         end 
%         clear RRdist 
% 
% 
%         overallLNdist=NaN(3,4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('LNdist') 
%             overallLNdist(:,:, condfilenum)=LNdist; 
%         end 
%         clear LNdist 
% 
%         overallMEdist=NaN(2,6, size(condfilenames,1)); 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             cd(strcat(filepath, '\', condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
%             load('MEdist') 
%             overallMEdist(:,:, condfilenum)=MEdist; 
%         end 
%         clear MEdist 
% 
% clear condlowmagfilenum 
%         for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
%             
condlowmagfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfilenames(condfile
num,:), 'lowmag'))==0); %#ok<AGROW> 
%         end 
% 
%         downstreamgrid=repmat(0:0.1:2, [length(1:maxdropletdiameter), 1]); 
%         dropdiametergrid=repmat([1:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(0:0.1:2)]); 
% 
%         b=[robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(1,4,condlowmagfilenum))),robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(2,4,condlowmagfilenum))), robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(2,5,condlowmagfilenum))), robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(2,6,condlowmagfilenum)))]; 
%         x_m=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
%         x_50=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
%         u_50=b(1,3)+b(2,3)*downstreamgrid; 
%         u_90=b(1,4)+b(2,4)*downstreamgrid; 
%         a=(x_m-x_50)./x_50; 
%         delta=0.394./(log10(u_90./u_50)); 
%         y=(delta/pi^0.5).*(x_m./(dropdiametergrid.*(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).*exp(-(delta.*log((a.*dropdiametergrid)./(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).^2); 
%         y=real(y); 
%         y(isfinite(y)==0)=NaN; 
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%         figure(34) 
%         surf(downstreamgrid, dropdiametergrid, y) 
% 
%         % a=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
%         % delta=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
%         % x_m=b(1,3)+b(2,3)*downstreamgrid; 
%         % y=(delta/(pi^0.5)).*(x_m./(dropdiametergrid.*(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).*exp(-(delta.*log((a.*dropdiametergrid)./(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).^2); 
% 
%         figure(35) 
%         b=[robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallLNdist(1,3,condlowmagfilenum))), robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallLNdist(1,4,condlowmagfilenum)))]; 
%         logn1=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
%         logn2=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
%         y=lognpdf(dropdiametergrid, logn1, logn2); 
%         surf(downstreamgrid, dropdiametergrid, y) 
% 
%     end 
% end 
  
  
%%  Connect to pressure files 
% Commented whole section by Augusto on 3/2/2012 due to lack of pressure 
% file 
%pressurepath='C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\scott 
compressor\Scott high speed pressure data'; 
%[pressurefilenames, mintimedif]=pressurefileconnect(filepath, filenames, 
pressurepath); 
%pressure=NaN(2000, size(pressurefilenames,1)); 
%pressuredrop=NaN(2000, size(pressurefilenames,1)); 
%for filenum=1:size(pressurefilenames,1) 
  %  pressurevolts=load([pressurepath, '\', pressurefilenames(filenum,:)]); 
   % pressuredrop(:,filenum)=35.1171*pressurevolts(:,1)- 0.0361; 
    %pressure(:,filenum)=831.3223*pressurevolts(:,2)+12.4699; 
%end 
%clear pressurevolts 
%clear mintimedif 
%pressuretimeinterval=3*10E-6; 
%pressuretime=pressuretimeinterval:pressuretimeinterval:2000*pressuretimeinte
rval; 
  
%for filenum=1:size(pressurefilenames,1) 
 %   cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')) 
 %   if exist('smoothpressure.mat', 'file')==0 
 %       figure(40) 
 %       hold off 
 %       plot(pressuretime, pressure(:,filenum), '.') 
 %       hold on 
 %       smoothpressure=smooth(pressure(:,filenum), 51, 'rlowess'); 
 %       plot(pressuretime, smoothpressure, 'r') 
 %       xlabel('Time [s]') 
 %       ylabel('Pressure [kPa]') 
 %       ylim([median(pressure(:,filenum))-3*std(pressure(:,filenum)), 
median(pressure(:,filenum))+3*std(pressure(:,filenum))]) 
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 %       saveas(40, strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats\', 
'pressure.fig'), 'fig') 
 %        
 %       pressurexcorr=xcorr(smoothpressure-mean(smoothpressure)); 
 %       pressurexcorr(1:(length(pressurexcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
 %       [pks, loc]= findpeaks(pressurexcorr); 
 %       pressureperiod=[min(loc)*pressuretimeinterval, median((loc(2:end)-
loc(1:end-1))*pressuretimeinterval)]; 
 %       clear pks 
 %       clear loc 
         
 %       save('pressureperiod', 'pressureperiod'); 
 %       averagepressure=mean(smoothpressure); 
 %       save('averagepressure', 'averagepressure') 
 %       save('smoothpressure', 'smoothpressure') 
 %   end 
%end 
  
%clear pressuretimeinterval 
  
  
  
%% wrap up loose ends 
cd(filepath) 
%clear defaults 
clear maxdropletdiameter 
clear maxspeed 
clear speedbinspacing 
clear dropsizebinspacing 
clear filenum 
clear requiredslope 
  
  
time=clock; 
disp(['All done at ', int2str(time(4)),':', int2str(time(5)),':', 
int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), '/', int2str(time(3)), 
'/',int2str(time(1)), '!']) 
clear time 
toc 
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‘invert.m’: 
function [mindifframe6, cinframes]=invert(mindifframe6, cinframes) 
% making clear regions dark and dark regions clear 
inv=ones(size(mindifframe6,1),size(mindifframe6,2),'uint8')*255; 
mindifframe6=uint8(mindifframe6); 
cinframes=uint8(cinframes); 
for frame=1:size(mindifframe6,3) 
       mindifframe6(:,:,frame)=(inv)-(mindifframe6(:,:,frame)); 
       mindifframe6(:,:,frame)=imadjust(mindifframe6(:,:,frame)); 
       cinframes(:,:,frame)=(inv)-(cinframes(:,:,frame)); 
       cinframes(:,:,frame)=imadjust(cinframes(:,:,frame)); 
        
end 
save('cinframes', 'cinframes'); 
save('mindifframe6', 'mindifframe6'); 
 
 
